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Project Summary
In November of 1980, the New England Innovation Group contracted
with NASA to:
A. Determine the level of awareness of Landsat among
various substate users.
B. Document the requirements for increasing the
utilization of Landsat by substate users.
C. Develop potential demonstration projects from these
research activities.
A. Through a combination of user community workshops, field
visits, research and telephone survey, NEIG determined substate user
awareness to be significantly high at the upper management levels of
both local, regional and state planning and resource management agencies.
Awareness at mid and entry levels of these same organizations dropped
from the planning director or agency head. Interest in substate ap-
plications of Landsat, however, was demonstrated at all levels of the
profession during our three regional workshops. Professionals at the
substate level are interested in and open to consideration of Landsat
as a planning and resource management tool, but are at the same time
skeptical about some of the inherent problems with Landsat data such
as cost, resolution, frequency of coverage and data continuity. De-
spite this skepticism, the response from a larg•31y uninitiated audience
to the project's workshops, especially in the populated areas of the
region (over 40 at each of two sessions in southern New England) would
d	 have to be considered an impressive and significant expression of
interest. A further significant project finding relating to the level
Aof awareness among substate users in New England was the identification
of existing though dissimilar substate networks of diverse professional
backgrounds and with a wide range of interests in Landsat applications.
B. After determining the level of awareness of and interest in
Landsat's substate potential, the project staff defined and documented the
principal requirements for increasing the utilization of Landsat by
Potential substate users. Two premier issues which emerged from this
effort were the need for an extension and intensification of technology
transfer activities by resource organizations with responsibility for
increasing use of Landsat (NASA, NOAA in particular) and the need to
develop a larger pool of technically trained personnel to educate and
train substate users in Landsat substate applications. Without a com-
mittment from the Federal Government for increased substate utilization
of Landsat and the availability of trained professionals to meet the
needs of a largely new user community, substate activity is likely to
remain at a minimum. The existing technical and institutional barriers
to widespread use of Landsat described in detail in the project findings,
appear too great to overcome by the substate user community acting on
its own. The future costs, reliability and relevance of the data are
all so largely undefined at present as to effectively deter all but the
most innovative and wealthy substate users who are not at all repre-
sentative of the community-at-large.
C. Well-conceived and well-executed demonstration projects could
play a critical role in both shaping the technology's ability to be more
sensitive to substate user needs and interests as well as validating the
effectiveness of this data to a skeptical audience.
2. Procedure
Several different techniques were used to achieve the goals of
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this study, including a literature review, telephone survey, three
workshops, the establishment of an advisory committee, visits through-
out New England and in Washington, DC, and participation in the annual
meeting of the Eastern Regional Remote Sensing Application Conference
in Danvers, Massachusetts. Each is briefly described below.
a. Literature Review
The literature review was a search of periodicals and books
using key words such as Landsat, remote sensing, resolution and
applications in order to identify reports of actual and potential
substate applications of Landsat. The results of this search are
presented in Appendix C. The principal sources used to compile
this list were NASA reports (microfiche and SP-	 ), Scientific
Technical and Aerospace Reports, the annual remote sensing symposia
of EU M and LARS, NASA's Eastern Regional Remote Sensing Applications
Center and the National Association of Counties. In general, this
search located remarkably few reports specifically concerned with
substate applications of Landsat, and those that have been published
are primarily concerned with technical rather than institutional issues.
An individual who relied solely on these sources only would have con-
siderable difficulty determininq the benefits and costs of potential
substate applications of this technology.
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b. Telephone Survey
The second procedure used in this study was a telephone survey in
New England of 51 regional planning agencies ( or councils of government),
a regional transit authority, and tt -)e more specialized regional
agencies (Massport, the Metropolitan District Commission, and the
New England River Basins Commission). The survey was conducted from
the University of Massachusetts by two research assistants who were
graduate students in planning, and therefore had some familiarity with
the organization and operation of regional planning agencies. The
procedure on contacting an agency was to identify the caller as a
researcher from the University of Massachusetts conducting a "planning
study about remote sensing" and then to ask to speak to a "planning
professional in the office who was involved in land use decisions".
This person was asked some preliminary questions about the agency
(size and jurisdictior,), and then about this data uses and needs.
Finally, the professional was asked about his or her familiarity with
Landsat. The results of this survey are presented later in this report
in the discussion of the user community.
c. Workshops
A major component of the study was the organization and presentation
of three workshops on substate applications of Landsat. These were held in
3
	 Amherst, Massachusetts, on January 22, 1981, Framingham, Massachusetts, on
February 19, 1981, and South Portland, Maine, on April 3, 1981. Announce-
ments of these workshops were mailed to substate agencies and municipal
governments throughout New England. The list of attendees at these
workshops is presented in Appendix B.
is
The format for the first two of the workshops was similar. In
I	 the morning, participants were briefed by experts on Landsat applications,
I -	 and in the afternoon, were formed into smaller groups to discuss potential
substate applications. The reports of these discussions was the final
part of each workshop. (The third workshop did not form into smaller
groups because of the smaller number of participants.)
d. Advisory Committee
Twelve individuals agreed to meet as an advisory committee on
the study. They included representatives of substate users throughout
New England, state officials, university faculty, and representatives
from other groups working on substate applications: the National
Association of Counites, the Pacific Northwest Innovation Group and
the Upper Plains States Innovation Group. (The list of members is
presented in Appendix C.) This group met in Northampton, Massachusetts,
with the study staff on February 28, 1981. At this meeting, the findings
from the site visits, literature review and workshops were presented and
the committee requested to review, comment and suggest Modifications.
e. Site Visits
Study staff from the New England Innovation Group and the University
of Massachusetts visited a number of individuals and institutions concerned
with substate applications of Landsat in the course of this study. A list
of these is presented in Appendix D. Most of the places visited were in
New England with a smaller number in Washington, DC. One trip was made to
Los Angeles to participate in a similar applications study carried out by
another Innovation Group.
Wf. ERRSAC Conference
On March 9-11, members of the study staff participated in the
Second Eastern Regional Remote Sensing Applications Conference at
Danvers, Massachusetts. This conference provided an opportunity
to review several formal reports on substate applications, participate
in a workshop session specifically concerned with substate applications,
and meet informally with persons interested in substate applications.
II
3. Technical Issues
There is a substantial agreement among experienced and potential
users of Landsat products about two major technical deficiencies for
substate applications -- resolution and frequency of coverage.
Most users of satellite imagery want finer resolution, but substate
users are particularly concered because their information needs are not
adequately met by a 1.1 acre (80 m) resolution. Workshop participants
indicated that, next to cost, this was the biggest obstacle to further
utilization of Landsat data. Aerial photographs and maps are much more
useful for their needs. In fact, one can make the case that the coarser
resolution of Landsat effectively eliminates much information of value
such as land uses which occupy small areas (transportation, steam networks)
for substate applications. It is probably also valid to generalize that the
payoff from increased resolution will be at least proportional to the increased
processing cost. Thus doubling the resolution will make the data at least four
times more useful, or applicable to four times as many problems.
There is, of course, a threshold or a point of diminishing returns to
gains to substate users from finer resolution, processings, time and clarity,
but it appears to be well beyond the values which are considered to be
technically feasible. (Land use variations in urban areas or in phenomena
such as flood extent are still imperfectly seen at 10 meters.)
The second technical issue of considerable importance to users in the
humid climates of the United States is the effective frequency of coverage.
The experience in New England (particularly noticed by Vermont users) with
Landsat is that it is extremely difficult to obtain more than two relatively
cloud-free images a year, and the dates on which they occur is largely
random. There have also been problems with the satellites not being in
operation on cloud-free days (also a Vermont experience). Ground truth
data has been collected during a satellite pass on a cloud-free day to use
to verify Landsat data, only to discover later that the satellite system
was not functioning that day. Increasing the probability of cloud-free
images by additional satellites and fully operational satellites is probably
more important to substate users than investment in capabilities such as
reduced delivery time. (Finer resolution, however, is considerably more
important than increased frequency of coverage.)
Other technical issues such as the suitability of the sensors and the
time of day of the pass are generally considered of little importance, although
this may be due to an imperfect understanding of their importance.
r-
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4. The User Community
It is difficult to make an exact estimate of the size of the potential 	
i
substate user community, but it is clear that it is quite large, much larger
than the existing substate user community, because it includes not only
professional land use and resource planners involved in substate decisions,
but also elected and appointed officials at the local, county, and regional
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levels in municipal government, regional planning associations, councils of
government, watershed associations, and conservation commissions. It also
includes state and federal employees in agencies with clear substate
responsibilities such as Cooperative Extension and the Soil Conservation
Service, and state-supported "circuit riders" who provide services to a
number of smaller jurisdictions. The total number of individuals involved
in such activities in the United States is in the order of tens of thousands.
(There are over 3,000 counties and 600 regional planning agencies in the U.S.)
It is unlikely that many of these would ever become active day-to-day users of
Landsat products, However, if technical, institutional, and pricing policies
are adjusted accordingly, then it is probable that the substate user community
would become time largest served by the Landsat series and its successors and
quite likely one of the largest serviced by any of the NOAH/NASA satellites.
The telephone survey and the workshops carried out as part of this project
indicate that in New England, the group most familiar with Landsat capabilities
are the Directors of Regional Planning Agencies and their liaison staff in the
office of slate planning or its equivalent.
OWGINAL PAGE IS
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The spectrum of substate officials described above, however, could
became regular users of the information generated  by Landsat for policy
j	 and planning decisic;ns. Major institutional problems were identified
through this project in the absence of a functioning infrastructure to
deliver this into the entire range of potential users on a regular basis.
Infrastructure including field processing equipment, education and training
and outreach/awareness programs, and skilled professionals.
TABLE I
RESULTS OF TELEPHONE SURVEY OF PLANNING STAFF
IN
NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCIES
L andsat Awareness
None or Very
 Little	 Some	 Good
v
Director 3 7 2
Planner 21 7 2cr
Planning Asst. 1 2 0
0
r TOTAL 25 16 4in
9 +
i
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In recent years, there have been a number of presentations, demonstrations
and short courses in which many of these individuals have participated, and
their level of understanding has grown correspondingly. Professional staff
in junior pos.roons have significantly less understandl;iv of Landsat
capabilities. This is illustrated by the results of the telephone survey
of New England regional planning agencies (Table I). The overwhelming
majority of planners and planning assistants indicated little or no
knowledge, but the majority of planning directors indicated some or good
knowledge. (This pattern also provides significant information about
planning education.)
Other principals in substate planning, such as local planners, elected
officials, and members cf public interest groups appear to have even less
familiarity and contact with Laillsat technology.
However, though they may know tittle of the technical capabilities of
Landsat, the substate user community is generally very interested and often
enthusiastic about its potential, particular-ly when future possibilities
such as Landsat 0 are described. This enthusiasm is somewhat lessened
with increasing knowledge of technical problems s ych as resolution and
frequency of coverage, and, most important, cost. (The issue of cost was
a universal and special concern, particularly by workshop participan',-s,
and is treated separately in the next section.)
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One of the major purposes of this study was to determine how Landsat
could be usefully incorporated into future activities of this potential
substate user community. If we assume that technical and cost issues are
resolved, and that Landsat products are found to be useful, then the primary
concern in the institutional and organizational framework for its processing,
delivery, interpretation and use.
The substate user community is very different from those who normally
use satellite imagery such as those involved in research or oil exploration
because the typical substate user is engaged in a wide variety of tasks at
once, and many of these may have very little to do with land cover information.
As a result, they cannot justify the time required for training and study on
highly technical material, and must rely on other agencies for technical
assistance.
The incorporation of technical information and procedures into substate
planning and management decisions has been recognized as a significant problem
for many decades, and a variety of networks and organizations have been estab-
lished to simplify and facilitate the process. Perhaps the best examples are
the Cooperative Extension Service and the Soil Conservation Service. A
principal function of both agencies is to insure that highly technical
information is made available to individuals and groups with planning
responsibilities in rural and urbanizing areas. The Soil Conservation Service
has been so successful at this that their maps and tables are routinely
considered by planners to be the major source of information about the
natural environment.
In theory, either agency could add to its technical assistance functions
some information about Landsat capabilities. In practice, however, both are	 i
primarily concerned with food and fiber production on single holdings, and
only secondarily with rural development or other problems which are large
in geographical extent, As a result, there has been little interest in
Landsat in either agency, with the notable exception in New Hampshire at
the Cooperative Extension Service in New Hampshire.
There are other technical assistance networks which vary in importance
from state-to-state. One that appears potentially significant is the
regional planning agencies (RPAs) in a state, together with the office of
state planning or its equivalent. Regional planning agencies primarily
function to coordinate planning activities on regional matters, such as
transportation an waste disposal. They also function as a centralized
location for information and expertise which are available on request
from local and county governments, and from the private sector. The
relationship of RPA's to state agencies is usually quite good; typically,
the directors of all the RPA's meet monthly with representatives of the
office of state planning.
This hierarchical relationship of state, region and municipality appears
to be ideal for the distribution of Landsat products and expertise for
substate applications. At the state level, the office of state planning,
its equivalent, or the state land grant university could function as the	
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principal source of Landsat products, expertise and training. Professionals
in regional planning agencies would acquire the appropriate training and
,
it
products for their particular areas of responsibility and would act as
intermediaries between local planners and officials and Landsat experts.
Unfortunately, the state-region-municipal hierarchy is not as effective
as it may first appear. In many cases, this organization, though nominally
present, is regarded with indifference and disinterest at any or all levels.
In New England, for example, local governments often regard regional planning
agencies as unnecessary, and choose not to participate. Another problem is
that larger municipalities quite understandably prefer to continue dealing
directly with state agencies, without a regional entity as an intermediary.
In addition to these two quite visible networks, there are often many
other less apparent but quite effective institutional arrangements which
deal with technical issues in planning. The principal participants in
these are educational institutions (not only the land grant university,
but also community colleges and private institutions, consultants, citizen
groups, and professional organizations.
In New England, there are a variety of networks in which Landsat is a
major concern, and thier diversity indicates how difficult it is to generalize
about desirable or possible institutional arrangements. There are two multi-
state groups. In the northern three states there is a largely informal
association of professionals ro gcerned with air photo interpretation, remote
sensing and satellite imagery. This organization has no formal elections,
officers, or membership fees, but still manages to hold annual meetings
which are well-attended. In the southern states, most remote sensing
activities have been focused on marine and coastal problems, and these
common interests led to the establishment of an organization which the
acronym NEARS, New England Remote Sensing. This newer organization is
more structured than the northern group, and has viewed all persons
interested in remote sensing in New England as its constituency, an
attitude which some first viewed as presumptuous.
The principal function of both these groups is information exchange
and mutual professional support. It is also possible that one or both
could serve as the basis for a larger regional Landsat facility. In the
course of this study, we heard this suggestion several times, but in
discussion it became apparent that the principal benefits of such an
arrangement would be to the research community and federal and state
agencies. Interested substate users would likely find it more difficult
i
	 to obtain products, training and expertise.
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In addition to these two multi-state organizations, there are
several networks involving the substate community within states in New
England. The most ephemeral and poorly developed are those in the
southern three states. They consist primarily of several individuals
in universities, and a small number of planners in regional and state
agencies. There are no formal organizations, and many persons interested
in Landsat do not communicate with others with similar interests in their
own state.
ii	 In the three northern states, the networks are much more strongly
developed, although each is quite different. In Vermont, the network
consists of a group at the University of Vermont, several individuals
in state agencies, and a scattering of professionals in regional
planning agencies. It is a well-developed, although largely informal
	 A
organization. People involved in it talk to one another regularly and
engage in joint projects. New Hampshire also has a strong network, but
it is quite differently organized because it includes Dartmouth College,
the Cooperative Extension Service, the Office of State Planning, and the
University of New Hampshire. It is successful even with this many
participants primarily because of the interest and commitment of several
individuals, some for almost a decade. In Maine, employees of state
agencies have a more important role, and university faculty a less important
role thin in Vermont and New Hampshire.
The principal conclusions that can be drawn from these observations is
that there are already established technical assistance networks in place
which serve substate users in New England, and that there are a smaller
number of networks which and primarily concerned with Landsat, but they are
not uniform in organization.
We believe not only that similar patterns exist elsewhere in the
United States, but also that they are much more developed than in New
England. For example, county planning agencies, which are non-existent
in New England, are common elsewhere, have an important role in land use
planning, and rely on technical assistance from state and federal
agencies, and from other organizations such as the National Association
of Counties.
There also appears to be somewhat more activity in regional planning
agencies in areas outside New England. It is interesting to note, however,
that the National Association of Regional Councils, which has as members
approximately half the 600 regional planning agencies in the U.S., provides
most of its technical assistance in the area of econonomic development, and
is almost never requested for assistance on land cover or other geographic
data.
A final comment on potential users concerns the perceptions of their
needs by Landsat advocates. In the early days of Landsat, there was a
tendency to be very optimistic about its potential applications and,as
a result, there was considerable disappointment when the products turned
out to be much less useful than anticipated. Because of these early
experiences, current Landsat experts are very careful to be modest in
their claim about its capabilities, and perhaps even "undersell" it.
In spite of this conservative approach, there remains a tendency
to over estimate the potential importance of Landsat compared to older
information sources at the substate level, or, more precisely, there
is a tendency to underestimate the importance of information such as the
Census, natural resource inventories and maps. The typical substate
y
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professional land use or resource planner has more diverse responsibilities
and must incorporate more varied information sources into routine decisions
than typical professionals at the state or federal levels. This point
was made by several workshop participants, and even the most optimistic
viewed landsat products as a very minor part of the total information
package. Even with the major technical problem resolved (frequency of
coverage and resolution), and with very low or token costs, landsat
will still be less useful than existing conventional information sources
for the substate user.
5. Cost
The cost of applying Landsat technology to substate problems was a
central concern of most participants in this study. Currently, most
data used by substate agencies is obtained at little or no cost. Terrain
and natural resource data are available in topographic, soils, and other
low cost maps. Even land use maps, once a significant expense, are available
for most of New England at little cost in the Map Down series, and are now
becoming available in digital format from the U.S. Geological Survey.
Census data is now available in many states from a State Data Center for
a nominal charge. (In Massachusetts, staff from public agencies can obtain
the full 75 tables of the 1980 Census for one geographic unit, such as a
town or Census tract for $1.)
By comparison, costs for Landsat data, although uncertain, appear
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.-	 to be substantial. Part of this cost is charged directly for the Landsat
product. This has been a relatively minor amount, but new pricing policies
will apparently result in a significant increase. The second part of this
cost is for processing the raw Landsat data into a land cover map. Costs
for this operation appear to be several times the cost of the product
itself.
{Direct costs were a universal concern of participation in this study.
A few indi.iduals, usually those with more experience in this area, were
even more concerned with indirect and hidden costs. The most significant
of these is apparently staff training. As presently distributed, Landsat
materials require an expertise possessed by few planners at the substate
level. (This is clearly in the results of the telephone survey described
earlier.) Further, this user of Landsat technology is expected (and
often required) to became familiar with a considerable body of technical
information, far more than required for other data sources. The training
cost, therefore, is significant. But even more of a problem is the
mobility of junior planning staff. Because of career opportunities
elsewhere or funding cutbacks, persons trained in the use of Landsat
tend to be very mobile, and take with them the expertise of the agency.
F7_
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6. Potential Demonstration Projects
Suggestions for projects which would demonstrate the values of Landsat
at the substate level were solicited from all participants in this study,
and a number of ideas were put forward. They fell into three general
categories. The first are projects which would update existing land use
maps, or prepare new ones with somewhat different categories. The second
are projects which would monitor unexpected events such as floods, gypsy
moth defoliation, or environmental contamination due to an accident. The
third are projects which would combine Landsat data with other planning
data available in digital form into an integrated geographic information
system for planning.
Land use patterns in New England are generally well known and mapped
in considerable detail. Land use maps at 1:24000 have been prepared under
the direction of Professor William McConnell at the University of Massa-
chusetts for much of the region, and many areas are covered by large scale
photomasaics. The principal problem with these materials is their scale
(too coarse) and that they are often several years out of date. Landsat
products can contribute little to the scale problem, but may be useful in
revising existing maps, particularly in areas of significant urban and
suburban expansion. (A related and interesting idea proposed by one
participant was to use Landsat products to assist in revising land use
maps to show their energy requirements, losses and conservation potential.)
The general conclusion of study participants is that the revision
(as opposed to creation) of regional land use maps could be done well with
present Landsat products, and certainly very well with future products.
It will probably became a routine and useful application of Landsat
technology to substate problems, pa rticularly in areas of rapid urbanization
or rural change.
A demonstration project which would monitor unexpected events was
particularly attractive to many participants in this study because most
had recent and direct experience with extensive gypsy moth defoliation.
The planning staff in many New England communities were put under
considerable pressure during this defoliation to advise citizens and
elected officials on its severity and control, but had little information
on its extent. A Landsat image delivered within a day or two would have
been most useful.
The difficulty in establishing a demonstration project concerned
with monitoring unexpected events is obvious. However, the potential
benefits to substate users are so significant that it would be useful
to at least develop a prototype for the mechanism which would respond
to these unexpected events. It would consist primarily of a capability
to locate and process recent images on an emergency basis, and deliver
them (with interpretation) to the affected communities. The costs of
such a project could be relatively low, and the benefits substantial.
The third type of demonstration project would interpret landsat
products with other geographic data useful in substate planning such
as natural resource information (geological, hydrological, soils, topo-
graphic elevation, slope) land use, ownership, tax assessment, the
availability of utilities, and census/tabulations and maps. These
various sources of data are now integrated in substate agencies only
in that they are physically in the same office. or perhaps the same
filing cabinet.
Much of these data are now being provided primarily in machine
readable format. The census is the best example of this, but other
federal agencies such as the U.S. Geological Survey and the Soil
Conservation Service have also initiated programs in which they will
provide their spatial data in digital form. Because of its format.
landsat data would fit very well into a geographic information system
with these other data sets, and could even be used to verify and update
them.
However, the development and maintenance of such an integrated
geographic information system is not feasible at the substate level. In
fact, it is far more appropriate that federal agencies develop standards
a-' procedures for matching these spatial data sets, and that state agencies
uni-irsities develop and maintain the data bases. The demonstrations
,•pr	 f the substate level are how one can access this integrated
data base. A most useful project would show Crow one could use micro-
computers as intelligent terminals which process query requests locally
and contact regiona'^ centers via telephone lines to obtain the necessary
data and processing. (Many, if not most, substate agencies now have a
microcomputer, but they are used primarily for word processing and general
accounting fun.tions.)
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Environment, pp. 1385-1407.
This report discusses the regional application of Landsat
technology for measuring the extent of clearcutting. Issues
addressed include the effectiveness of Landsat for land cover
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classification and area calculations based on comparisons
with ground truth data and aerial photographs. Resolution
is also briefly discussed.
Hill, J.M., Stout, Kristen. 1979. "Impacts of Landuse on
Estuarine Water Quality." Proceedings of the Thirteenth
International Symposium on Remote Sensing of the
Environment, pp. 385-391.
A discussion of the utility of Landsat and other remote
sensing techniques for monitoring and supplying management
information on coastal areas. Emphasis is placed on the use
of Landsat data to establish land use and water quality re-
lationships in estaurine systems.
Hughes, Travis H. (editor) 1980. Application of Remote Sensing
for Planning Purposes. NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 5, No. 1
MFS- 25107.
Nine papers concerned with various aspects of remote sensing
application in planning. Two of the papers, both by Neal
Lineback, deal specifically with Landsat: "A Technique for
Supervising Landsat Images on 1:250,000 Scale Maps," and "Use
of Landsat Images in Regional Land Use Studies."
Intergovernmental Science, Engineering and Technology Advisory
Panel (ISETAP). Natural Resources and Environment Task
Force. 1978. State and Local Government Perspectives
on a Landsat Information on a Landsat Information
1
System. Office of Science and Technology Policy,
`	 Executive Office of the President.
The ISETAP report discusses the applicability of Landsat
on the state and local government level as well as on the
regional agency level. Several important issues are con-
sidered: purpose and extent of Landsat use by state and local
governments, commitments made for Landsat use, constraints
preventing a greater use of Landsat, how the system may be
structured to improve its utility, assistance needed by state
and local governments in order to have operational capabil-
ities, and the role of state, federal and local government.
Joyce, Armond T. 1979. "Final Report on Natural Resources
Inventory System ASVT Project." NASA Tech. Memorandum
58211.
The hardware/software and the associated procedures for a
natural resource information system based on land cover and
vegetation information. Application of the process are
described, as well as product adequacy, and cost-effectiveness.
Lyon, John, Grimson. 1979. "Remote Sensing Analysis of Coastal
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Wetland Characteristics." Proceedings of t a Thirteenth
International Symposium on Remote Sensing of the
Environment. pp. 1117-1128.
A description of wetlands inventory classification using
Landsat and aerial photography. The extent and composition
of vegetation communities are considered, as well as how
neighboring land use patterns might affect wetland integrity.
Metrics Incorporated. Overview of Conferences with Non-Federal
Users on U.S. Operational Land Remote Sensing Program.
290 Interstate North, Atlanta, Georgia 30339:April 24,
1980.
The status in 1980 of NASA/NOAA concerning the future of
a Landsat operational program. User needs discussed include
data requirements such as resolution, timeliness and repeat
coverage cycle.
National Aeromautics and Space Administration. 1979. COSMIC
Image Processing. Computer Software Management and
Information Center, 112 Barrow Hall, University of
Gerogia, Athens, GA 30602.
Various software packages are described which have the
capabilities of processing Landsat data. Each package is
discussed in an abstract. Included are the following;
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sof , .aare capabilities, language which the package is written
in, machine requirements, and price.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 1980. "Guide
to Publications." Earth Resources Satellite Data
Applications Series. Module U-1.
A listing of available NASA publications, classified
either as general information (Universal Modules), or specific
data use applications (Data Use Modules).
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 1978. Landsat
and Ancillary DataInd is to an Automated Geographic
Information System: Applications for Urbanized Area
Delineation. NAS 5-24350. Computer Sciences Corporation.
A discussion of Landsat for the delineation of urban
areas using the Washington, D.C. area as a case study. A
range of issues dealing with software technology are discussed
including a thorough consideration of the integration of Landsat
data with various geographic information systems. A glossary
and references are included.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 1980. "The
Landsat Story." Earth Resources Satellite Data Appli-
cations Series. Module U-2.
An excellent overview of the Landsat Program. The pub-
lication include the history of Landsat, satellite function,
uses and users, available products and costs and a good
introductory listing of references for additional sources.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 1977. Landsat
Urban Area Delineation. Intralab Project 75-3. Goddard
Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Maryland.
A comprehensive discussion of the use of Landsat in urban
area delineation. The major focus is on Landsat integration
with various geographic information systems. Existing geo-
graphic information systems are reviewed and evaluated in
terms of their compatability with Landsat data.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 19 	 Local
Governments Landsat Applications Program Final Report.
ERRSAC. NASA - 24335. Public Technology, Incorporated.
1140 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.
Report of a five city applications study by Public
Technology, Incorporated. Issues discussed on technology
transfer, technical needs, institutional arrangements and
effective applications. Available software/hardware systems
and their relative costs are briefly described. This is one
of the few documents primarily concerned with institutional
RI
	 now
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issues and cost effectiveness, but is aimed primarily at
larger urbanized areas.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 19 .
Resourceful Decisions: Landsat in Michigan.
Michigan Energy and Resource Research Association. U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
A general publication discussin g
 the utility of Landsat
in various state and substate applications from the perspec-
tive of both the state and private user. Landcover analysis,
wetlands mapping, and transportation planning are a few of
the applications discussed. State, private and institutional
contacts are provided.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 1980.
"Satellite Earth Resources Data." Earth Resources
Satellite Data Applications Series. Module U-3.
Specifications and characteristics of various available
forms of satellite data are presented. Major comparisons are
made between remotely sensed aircraft data and satellite data.
References give additional information concerning satellite
data and user publications.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 1980. "Sources
for Landsat Assistance and Services." Earth Resources
Mi
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Satellite Data Applica: on Series, Module U-5.
Directory of current academic and commercial users of
Landsat technology, specifying the various application being
utilized by each, and the names and addresses of contaact
personnel. Federal and State Agencies utilizing Landsat are
als:: listed. .
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 1979.
Western Regional Remote Sensing Conference Proceedings - 1979.
Publication 2148, Scientific and Technical Information
Branch.
Contains several papers addressing the applicability of
Landsat for state and local government use. Several issues
concerning the redundancy of Landsat use are presented.
Successful Landsat applications, user needs, and the role of
the private sector are a few of the topics discussed relevant
to the substate use community.
The National Conference of State Legislators. 19 	 A
Legislator's Guide to Landsat. The National Conference
of State Legislators Remote Sensing Project. 444 North
Capitol Street, N.W., Washinqton, D.C.
Excellent overview of Landsat capabilities for state and
substate level applications. General information is provided
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conccrning costs, available hardware/software systems.
institutional arrangements, and related terminology. Sev-
eral state level contacts are given.
Richason, Benjamin F. 1978. "Landsat Platforms, Systems,
and Image Interpretation." Introduction to Remote
Sensing of the Environment, pp. 169-196. Edited by
Benjamin F. Richason, Jr., Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall Hunt
Publishing Co.
This chapter gives a comprehensive view of Landsat sys-
tems; past, present, and future. Topics include a description
of Landsat spacecraft design and operation, Landsat images,
(including photos and computer compatible tapes), and image
analysis and interpretation. Emphasis in this chapter is
on system design and processing capabilities while later
chapters consider Landsat usage Particularly useful is the
chapter describing remote sensing technology useful to
regional planners.
"Sultr 'Eyes-In-Sky' Map Land." In State and County Adminis-
trator. Volume 2, Number 6. Security World Publishing
Company: June, 1977.
A discussion on the success of Landsat applications at
the county level. Major topics include software systems used,
tI
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the value of Landsat in urban area studies and its value in the
completion of planning mandates such as EPA 208 water quality
S' .dies.
Spann, G. William, Nancy J. Hooper and Nicholas Faust. 1980.
Technical Support Package-Low-Cost Landsat Processing
Stem. NASA Tech Briefs., Vol. 5, No.2, MFS-25396.
The report documents a low-cost processing system (approx-
imately $20,000) which includes both hardware and software,
and can provide agencies with some Landsat processing capability.
The system is designed to adapt to the needs of the agency;
from needing an entire system to needing only parts of it. A
demonstration project is proposed which would utilize the
described system.
Swain, Philip H. 1977. "Advancements in Machine Assisted
Analysis of Multispectral Data for Land Use Applications."
Fourth Annual Symposium on Machine Processing of Remotely
Sensed Data.
A study of the feasibility of applying digital analysis
of satellite data to land use inventory and mapping. Techni-
ques, data processing products and the education of personnel
concerning digital data analysis technology are the three
r7^
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major components of the study. The most notable res.._t was
the successful technology transfer from the university re-
search team to the potential user agency.
U.S. Department of Commerce. National Oceanic i Atmospheric
Administration (NOAH). New England Area Remote Sensing
Notes (NEARS). National Marine Fisheries Services,
Northeast Fisheries Center, Woods Hole, Mass. 02543:
Published periodicNlly.
NEARS notes are published by NOa►A to inform New England
remote sensors about ongoing and upcoming events. Included are
reports on research, past conference an4 workshops, as well as
announcements of upcoming ones, particularly as they relate to
coastal zone and ocean management.
U.S. Department of Co w arce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, 1980. Planning for a Civil Operational
Land Remote Sensing Satellite System: A Discussion of
Issues and Options. Satellite Task Force. Rockville, Md.
June 20, 1980.
Issues and options relating to a national civil operational
land remote sensing satellite system are discussed, including
NOAA's responsibility for its interim management before being
transferred to the private sector. Emphasis is on issues
rOF POOR QUALM
trl7r'ved in implementing an operational system, including
physical elements of su:h a system, user requirements,
system financing policies, market expansion, international
aspects, hardware, personnel and legislative matters.
Vincent, Robert K., Harrow, Ronald A., and Vincent, Dirih K.
"Cartography with Combined Landsat and Navigational
Satellite Data." Proceeding of the Thireteenth inter-
national Symposium on Remote Sensing of the Environment,
-
PP• 983-992.
The report describes how computer compatible tapes can
become a base for computerized cartography. Information
from computer compatible tapes can be matched with other
digitized geobased information such as soil and land use maps.
Methods for producing maps on a scale of 1:24,000 which can be
placed in a data file integrating Landsat with other geobased
information systems are described.
Wherry, David B. 1978. "Cartographic Applications of an Image
Based Information System." Auto Carto III: Proceedings
of the International Conference on Computer-Assist=ed
Cartography. 148-168.
This paPe-T describes two case studies in which the IBIS soft-
ware package (Image Based Information System) was applied. The
second of these is a report on a procedure to match Landsat data
with census tract boundaries in the Orlando SMSA.
Wildesen, Stan E., and Phillips, Edward P. 1981. "Application
of Remote Sensing to band and Water Resource Planning:
The Pocomoke River Basin, Maryland." Second Eastern
Regional Remote Sensing Applications Conference. NASA
Conference Publication 2198, pp. 157-166.
Three different remote sensing techniques were used to
collect data for a comprehensive resource management plan for
the Pocomoke River basin - high altitude colorinfrared photo-
graphy, processed Landset imagery, and Airborne Oceanographic
Lidar. The study concludes that all three techniques are
valuable, particularly when used in combination.
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the last program designed to facilitate local, long term, comprehensive planning
will be phased out (Section 701 of the Housing Act of 1954). The net result
of these changes is that virtually no community in New England is using a
comprehensive plan to guide its actions, nor is any community actively
developing a comprehensive master plan.
Because of the inability of planners to develop effective guides, cities
and regions have shifted the emphasis of their concern to short-term, issue-
oriented, action-planning, interest deals with one key problem at a time and
examine it in the context of existing federal, state, regional or local
resources.
Reinforcing this shift to short run concerns is a change in the time
horizon of planning activities. Planning at all levels of government has
become increasingly political. While this means that planning is more
response to the electorate, it also means that its effectiveness is often
judged by that which is accomplished in a single term. In effect, there is
very little support for longer term planning or for the commitment of scarce
resources that will not have a community pay-off for years to come. This
change can be noted in the fact that virtually none of the federally or state
supported local assistance programs require information concerning development
that is projected forward for more than five years. As well, it can be noted
in the collapse of the use of the Capital Improvements Programs and Capital
Budgeting. These tools were used regularly throughout the 1.%O 's and early
1970's to spread the cost of governmentally-sponsored . improvements over a five
or six year span. Today, largely as a result of the increased tie-in between
planning and the political term of office, these tools are being used less and
less.
Finally, it must be realized that ;Manning is being considered being less
important in an era of less governmental involvement in the day-to-day living
of the American populace. Both President Reagan,at a national level, and
local policy makers are increatin.ly examining the usefulness of planning.
These leaders see planning as i iterventionary, time consuming, costly and of
little benefit to society. Tney feel, in general, that planning is too concerned
with process and rarely concerned with implementation. The net results of this
evolving change is that planners and planning have an increased need to justify
their roles, contributions and results.
We must also consider the role of the federal government in the recent
past. Beginning with the Housing Act of 1949, the federal government has played
an ever-increasing role in influencing the priorities, approaches, thrusts and
results of local planning. The impact of the federal government is such that
few communities nationwide undertake any planning at all unless it is part and
parcel of a federal program or mandate. For example, virtually every community
over 50,000 people in America has made use of the Urban Renewal, Model Cities,
Community Development, Urban Development Action Grants and Economic Development
Art Funds. Each of these was "action" oriented in one form or another and
forced communities to react to what federal agencies required rather than what
the local communities needed. In effect, the increased involvement of the
federal government in regional and local planning has resulted in the "shelving"
of local needs and the meeting of national needs at the local level.
Thus, in summary, it is the effectiveness of planning itself, not merely
the elements within it, that is being questioned. To become effective, planners
must be able to react to these problems in a manner that-is analytical, that is
democratic and that leads to solutions that meet local approval.
As substate requirements shift to these unforeseen problems, we also see
an increased reliance on data originally collected for other purposes. With
little revenue for increased analysis, and, perhaps more im portantly, with
little training in resolving the unforeseen problems noted above, the planner
has little choice but to rely on previously collected data. At the same time,
there are significant problems in borrowing data. First, the data is often
dated. For example, Soil Conservation Service maps and the "Map Down Series"
both used extensively in New England, often reflect building patterns that are
more than ten years old. Second, it is rare when the boundaries covered by
"borrowed" data match the boundaries of the study area in question. For example,
in a recent study of a problem in the Lowell area, the authors used borrowed
data that focused on "Greater Lowell"; there were as many as five different
geographic descriptions of what constituted this area. Third, there is a problem
of interpretation. Data collected for another purpose usually gives priority to
that purpose. In effect, its accuracy will be high for the specific topic in
question, but for the information outside of the topic area, it is likely that
the data will not be accurate or, at the least, not as closely checked. Thus,
there is significant danger of misinterpretation.
a,t
The future of planning as a program designed to help decision makers has
come under increased scrutiny as of late at all levels of government. In an
era of fiscal austerity and "cutback" management, there is a significant need
to do more with less. It is clear that quick, clear, accurate, inexpensive
information is absolutely critical. More specifically, data that can relate
to energy problems, environmental questions, solid waste disposal and changes
in land use at a large scale will be invaluable. For this reason, we conclude
that a periodic record of the condition of the earth's surface will be of major
benefit in the future.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Landsat remotely sensed data has potential for use by substate units of government
wlique from those identified for states. State natural resource data needs are
different from those of the local units due to the areawide nature of state programs;
this generates requirements for a broader perspective for statewide land use planning/resource
allocation decisions then for substate governments. Frequently substate requirements
for land and water resource data is generated by national legislation geared to
specific site resource use, impact(s) and monitoring activities. Substate requirements
are more detailed than state requirements. State resources are being increasingly
strained to meet statewide needs. Programs to provide natural resources data
more effectively and economically through remote sensing techniques have expanded
rapidly at the state level, but not at the substate level for lack of documented
experience in applying Landsat data to unique substate data needs and also the
inability of government at this level to make large resource committments to
develop capability, to understand and/or to utilize an unfamilair technology.
2.0 OBJECTIVE
The New England Innovation Group (NE1G) will determine the level of awareness
of Landsat among; various units of substate users, document the requirements
for increasing the utilization of Landsat by these potential users and develop potential
demonstration projects from these activities.
This effort will be geographically focused on New England local units of govern-
ment but the applications will be evaluated for nationwide use by similar local
entities and will address requirements faced by all local units of government.
Areawide governments rather than individual county governments will be the
primary concern. This will enhance interaction of this project with NASA's consideration
of federally mandated program requirements on areawide government which Landsat
remotely sensed data can meet.
3.0 PROJECT TASKS
3.1 Develop process for identifying substate uses of Landsat.
A. Review of available literature on Landsat substate applications in coordi-
nation with the Regional .Applications Centers.
B. Formation of substate unit applications advisory committee to include
participation of representative innovation groups.
C. Identification a-id documentation of representative potential sites for a
range of levels of substate users.
3.2 Conduct three Landsat substate user community requirements and awareness
workshops.
A. Identify demonstration criteria and requirements for validation of remotely
sensed data utility and cost effectiveness.
B. Identify appropriate state and federal agencies involvement.
C. Identify existing and needed capabilities for effective substate applications.
D. Identify existing and needed sources for Landsat remotely sensed data
and user training needs.
E. Develop planning and training requirements for substate applications
to determine appropriateness and level of .
 support required for utilization
of Landsat data.
3.3 Provide national dism,minatio ►► ;if rexl ► iirements, capabilities, planning,
and training, needs for substato Landsat utilization in coordination with the
National Association of Counties (NACO).
3.4 Prepare Project Summary Report
4.0 SCHEDULE
The contract activities will be completed within a period of six months.
5.0 FUNDING
The funding for this contract shall not exceed $5(7,()00.
6.0 CONTRACT DELIVERABLES
The following constitute contract end items originals to be delivered to NASA
except as otherwise agreed by the NASA project manager.
- Workshop Reports (three)
- Project Summary Report
The format and contents of each of these produ(ts and items shall require approval
of the NASA ProWct Monitor l)!-i•.)r to finalization.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NEIG/MASS LANDSAT SUBSTATE
USER REQUIREMENTS AND AWARENESS PROJECT
November 1	 Project starts - NEIG and UMass staff begin reviewing previous
demonstrations of Landsat's substate applications.
Dec. 15 -	 UMass conducts survey of New England regional planning agency's
Jan. 8
	 data sources and analyzes Landsat's role as a data source to
this user community.
January ,8	 Visit by NEIG/UMass staff to Vermont State Planning Office and
University officials to discuss substate activities in Vermont.
January 22	 ERRSAC hosts one-day training session on substate applications for
NEIG and UMass staff.
February 5,6 Visit by NEIG/UMass staff to New Hampshire and Maine State Planning
and University officials.
January 28 First.Substate User Workshop on Landsat, UMass-Amherst, MA, for
Vermont, Western Massachusetts and Connecticut - attended by 44
state, substate, and resource personnel.
February 19	 Second Substate User Workshop on Landsat at Framingham for
Eastern Massachusetts and Rhode Island - attended by 36 substate
users and resource people.
February 28	 Substate Advisory Committee meets for the first time at Northampton,
Massachusetts. Progress report given on NEIG/UNass, Pacific North-
west Innovation Group, Upper Plains States Innovation Group, and
National Association of Counties Landsat substate projects.
March 11	 NEIG/UMass describe Landsat Substate Project at NASA/NOAH Regional
Conference, Danvers, Massachusetts.
April 3
	 Third Substate User Workshop for Maine and New Hampshire users, to
be held at the Sheraton-Dunphy, South Portland, Maine.
May	 Meeting of Advisory Committee to review draft final report.
June	 Submit final report to NASA
An intergovernmental science and technology program linking New England's public
sector needs and productive capabilities to national research 6 development resources
NEW ENGLAND INNOVATION GROUP, INC.
_ NEW ENGLAND INNOVATION GROUP, INC.
c•r. F u r . 120 N. MAIN STREET
PROVIDENCE. RHODE ISLAND 02903
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NEIG/UMASS Landsat Substate User Community
Requirements and Awareness Workshop
AGENDA
January 28, 1981 UMass-Amherst
	
8:30 - 9:15	 Registration and Coffee
!	 9:15 - 9:45
	 Substate Information Needs: Dr. Bruce MacDougall, UMass
Departwnt of Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning
	
9:45 -10:30
	 Overview of Landsat as a Planning b Resource Manam ent Tool:
Ur, Phillp Cressy, Head, NASA Eastern Gglonal Remote
Sensing Applications Center, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Maryland
	
10:30 -10:45
	 Coffee
i	 10:45 -12:00
	 Substate Applications of Landsat: Gary Smith, University
of ermont; ROL.ert Mill s,
 New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection
`.	 12:00 - 1:00
	 Lunch
	
1:00 - 2:45	 Work Group Discussions re:
A. Defining the requirements for increasing the substate
utilization of Landsat.
B. Determining the most worthwhile applications/
demonstrations of Landsat at the Substate level.
	
2:45 - 3:00
	
Coffee
	
3:00 - 3:45
	 Work Group Reports and Discussion
	
3:45 - 4:00
	 Concluding Remarks: Nick Kepple, Project Manager, New
England Innovation Group
t'
!	 4:00	 Adjourn
4
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Julius Fabos. Jonathan Henney
The following is an overview of participants in this
discussion group. Four I-lanners, Three University personnel,
One resource person, and Three NEIGY UVASS staff members.
the majoretopics of discussion centered around applications
for sub-state users and the requirements for implementation.
:here was no tire allocated in this particular session for the
discussion of demonstration projects.
A summary of the major applications sited is as follows
1. dater
a. Aquifer recharge studies
b. ..on-point pollution studies
c. +ational resource information
2. Change Monitoring
a. Urban areas
b. costal zonesj. Lnergy Supply
a. I-D, large forest areas suitable for harvest for burning
b. rhermal energy sources
4.
4. Agriculture
a. Crop production and inventory
b. Health of crops
5. Air 4uality and i►:ovement
6. Regional Level Applicability; Some rows
A sumacs.-y of the major requirements for implementation are
as follows
1 .	 frrgien t cover.A,3f for tore frequent cloud-free images.
2. ra ir:ed personi.e l wo ,..ld be required.
3. .re need for an access&ble data base location.
4. Lata manipulation from the Federal to Sub-Mate levels the
interpretation, must take place at/close to the local level.
5. Mdditior.al hardware required would be relatively minimal.
6. Institutional arrangement/information to bridge the saps
would be essential.
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S 1%'BJ:C1: Framinghar. isl o. K;ihop: Liscussa.n ,roup j
Ltaff ::ru^.^t: Julius Fabos, Bryant i ,ake. Jon Henney
^iscurzion concQ_ .in t; r cquirvmvn*,3 produced the followings
Pe:=olutio:: of iardsat mado the technology useful only to
3o!%t aggrN.;a%. d pianni:.g studies or supplying preliminary data
for planning nvtds. ,he i .. 1::, ery time did not seem to be a
cr itical problem as ion; as the data could be guaranteed in a
specific time frame. ?here appeared to be little problem with
personnel willing t o be trained. as long as the technology was
Such that you could go back to it easily after exended periods of
time .
Discussion concerning the topic of potential application/demonstra-
tion projects produced the following:
1. ehe use of Landsat technology to i,onitor both the primary and
secondary impac :c of growth on Route 9. Specific construction
prc;;ects uentiorcd -.e:e an tlectror.ics complex and fun park
to be sited near the 49;/ nt. 9 intersection.
2. the use of La.-dsat techr.olo, y as a.^ educational gaming tool
for public use.
1he use of Landsat techn ,)lo3Y as a tool to correlate monitored
change data -with revenue information.
4. 1I ►u design of a demonstratio n project to examine in detail the
cost effectiveness of Landsat data to compatable data obtained
by other me&ns.
j the design of a demonstration project to compare the utility
of centralized data centers to decentralised data collection
with regard to such issues as control. availability of storage.
and ease of access.
b. ^hes potential use of Lardsat technology in the detection of
heavy metals/hazardous waste and identification, of its
movement o :,er time.
7. ehe potential use of Landsat tech nology as a rapid assessment
tool to deal with cnvirormental concerns.
d. Che use of Lardsat technology as a inservice tool for training/
educating geographers and cartographers.
`..
:he largest areas of discussion in shish little or no resolvement
occured were the topics of cost and resolution.
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HEIG UMS: Substate User Community Requirerenta and Avareness
Workshop - Mork group discussion session - 1:00-2:45
Participants: Moir Gross, Peter Jelson, Sean Mayes, Alan Lamson
Bob kills, Brenda Doer., Donald E is s ex . Susan
TAurenee
I-sues, Discuasssd:
1) Cost
-can municipality afford
-image processing must be provides or most nunic iaalities
would be incapable of using digital data
-equipment is becoming cheaper
-municipality has limited budget
-have problems getting money for remo te sensing
-bureaucratic reasons for not (,?ettinn techrolom rhicz is
demonstrable now
-must educate public officials to remote sensing utility
-official c xnis money on things he understands
Iandeat vs. garbage collection
-MMS -Atlanta-sells low cost Iandsat s,,-stem
-can integrate various systems
-can do modelling
-can tell to pography if difference is severe eno •• -. -different
signa tures
-deferable to aspect *map
-not -profitable compared to tSGS digital data or soils data
-ray integrate Iandeat data itith tS GS data
-Isndeat does not give unique products o-.er other data-only
cost-effective if used in virgin territory
-may be used as a legal base in such areas
-effectiveness marginal in local areas
-satellite is cheapest part of the system
-ground portion is the most expensive part
2) Training in use of equipment and data
3) Use of imagery vs. digital data
-complex issue
-area larger than several thousand square miles use imagery
area smaller than fe« thousand square miles use digital data
-capability of getting a larger anoua 6w of data
ii
i-Problems : 1 cost to ,process data ,equipment)
2 cost of time involved
digital-3 hours to 3 wee;O - depends on
detail ou wish to a::tract
4) Confusion determining utility o: landsat
-consult e-cperts as to r.hether or not it would be useful for
your sneci.fic application
-14SA - Univers ity of Vermont
5) Regionwide .2a to ba e
-need cential _acility and expertise and local personnel
witli knowledge of area
6) Critic-_.1 delivery time rrith ewer-eney data
7) U8e of _resent data - one to trio years old iZ changes are not
s igni-fica.nt
-can easily get ia,ndsat data every one to two years - air
photos are more difficult to get
-good for time series computerized data
8) Resolution ,
-not good enough for urbanized areas
9) Thermal IR
-would have been useful br urban areas - was on Iandsa t 3
-used for determining energy level usage in towrns
-determine heat loss in area
Hayes: Economics is overriding reason for not using
-air photos more a pplicable for his needs - imagery is
s s. f is iea t
-need greater res ,)lution
-function is limited for a small area
-^^ould contact University personnel for s pecial projects
-would we landsat for growth inventories
Lamson: t.an cnezter - 16,000 pixels
-did combination lard use land cover stavey
-too:: someone 4 months at a cost of X4000
-satellite use for iragery over periods of time - monitor
changes taking place
-30,a' of :!archester in area o" watershed for Rrater supply
-equal amount of watershed in outside areas - concerned
about cost of land cover study of ftershed
Iaudcat D in designed more for planners than previous satellites
Reeori.-ionda t ions:
1) Remional rather than locatl level because oc cost
-U. ;U83. could be one rea ' onal center
-regional centers give technological i4rMatcri
2) Resolution
-depends on ptat in available and what needs are
need for greater resolution
3) 1lust convince people o what projects landeat can be used for
-need program for substate =era
4) Seems to be uzefu2 as a problem resolution tool ratifier than
as a planning tool
-ex. gypsy moth problem
-air pollution monitoring
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Bryant Pake
Landsat Workshop III - S. Portland, ME
The morning session proceeded as in previous workshops. In attendance
were fourteen people, including one NEIG staffer, one UMASS staffer,
one NASA staffer, two local planners, one regional planner, six university
representatives, and three state agency representatives (see attached
attendance list).
The afternoon session planned to tap the needs and evaluate the barriers
to Landsat usage by the two local and one regional planners. However,
those three people were unable to attend the afternoon session. Consequently,
Dr. MacDougall opened the floor to discussion of factors required to
facilitate substate Landsat applications. A comment from New Hampshire
stated that universities may be a more stable source of technical assistance
to substate users, particularly in northern New England. Turnover of staff
in RPA's, along with the prospect of reduced federal funding to RPA's, were
argued as key negative factors.
Gary Smith noted that towns, acting alone, are marginal potential users
of Landsat. A total state approach, providing assistance to locals, is
his recommendation. He mentioned the Rutland, VT RPA's interest in water
shed applications of Landsat.
Kevin Doran advocated provision of education and training programs for
substate users. Gibb Dodge added the following comments:
Need to increase awareness and motivation of substate
end-users.
Need to train end-users (substate and state).
Many potential users fear that Landsat will displace jobs.
In reality, Dodge said Landsat should increase the number
of jobs.
An intergovernmental science and technology program linking New England's public
MEMORANDUM to NEIG Staff
April 6, 1981
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Dodge admitted that, at the National Extenstion Service level, there is
a need for change in emphasis to get more involvement with Landsat (by
extension, a need to stimulate increased use of our technology in
general). Dodge concluded with the need to develop more middle-level
people (e.g., more Gary Smiths) who have regional identity and can
get back to listen. But, it is better to have a Gary Smith in every
state working with the extension service to have the greater impact.
Woddman and Tidd of Maine DOT said they have looked at Landsat's
potential, but feel its only value to them is in planning large highway
networks, such as the Maine Turnpike.
Jim Connors concluded the session by recommending against use of RPA's.
In Maine, Connors says RPA's are dying out and suffer high turnover.
But, the River and Lake Districts are more stable there and would be a
better model to pursue. The RC&D (USDA program) organization in Maine
is another example of a long-term vehicle. Connors added that there is
a need for commitment from substate users in terms of money and personnel
time. In addition, Landsat use requires an efficiency of scale to be available
at the local level. He concluded that an active communications network
is essential to the success of Landsat at any level.
Dodge added that he has a $500,000 proposal in to NASA on using the extension
service model, but has not received a response on it. I requested that he
send NEIG a copy for consideration in follow-on demonstration projects.
February 9, 1981
You are cordially invited to participate in the fj rst meeting of the
New England Innovation Group's Landsat Substate User Advisory Committee
which will take place at the Northampton (Mass.) Hilton on Friday,
February 27, 1981 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The purpose of this meeting is to inform the Advisory Committee of
progress to date on NEIG's Substate User Requirements and Awareness
Project (work statement attached) and to solicit both reaction to
these activities and guidance about the potential of this technology
for use at the substate level (regional planning agencies, regional
councils of governments and municipalities). NEIG and the University
of Massachusetts Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning Depart-
ment recently (January 28, 1981) co-sponsored a Landsat Substate
user workshop at UMass. Nearly fifty participants from Vermont,
Western Massachusetts and Connecticut attended. We are planning a
similar session Thursday, February 19, 1981 at the Sheraton Tara in
Framingham, Massachusetts, for Eastern Massachusetts and Rhode Island
substate users.
A report on these and many other research activities we have been con-
ducting as part of this project will be presented. We hope you or your
representative will be able to join us since the recommendations of the
Advisory Committee will be an integral part of our report to NASA. I
will be circulating a detailed agenda shortly. I have enclosed for your
information copies of our workshop invitation and agenda as well as a
copy of the Executive Summary of a report on Landsat by the White House
Science Office's Interovernmental Science, Engineering and Technology
Advisory Panel (ISETAP q}. Thank you in advance for your time and
consideration.
Sincerely,
Nick Kepp fe
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M
1ANnSAT ADVISOR" COMMITTEE
Northampton Hilton
Northampton, MA
Friday, Fehruary 27, 19131
AGENDA
	10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.	 Introduction and Overview of NEIG Landsat Substate
User Requirements and Awareness Project
A. Activities to Date
Q. Role of Advisory Committee: To Assist NEIG
and Mass Identify Issues for inclusion in a
report to NASA about Landsat's Substate
Potential
	
10.311 a.m. - 11:01 a.ni. 	 Perspectives of other Regions on Landsat's Substate
Potential: The Experiences of the Upper Plains States
Innovation Group and the Pacific Northwest Innovation
Group.
	11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
	 The ISETAP Review of Landsat's Potential: Leonard
Slosky, Office of Governor Lama, Denver, Colorado.
	
i:;i0 a.m. - 1?:(l;t ;^.,^	 Ouestions and Comments
1::00 p.m. -	 1 : 00 p. Ill.	 lunch at Hilton
	
1:00 n.m. - ':;0 d).m.	 Roundtable Discussion of Landsat's Application to
Substate Planning and Resource Management Needs:
T ►-chnical and Institutional Issues.
:.Al 1 1 . 1 il.	 3: 011 11.111.	 Su„mary Recommendations by Advisory Committee
:0.)	 Adjourn
An intergovernmental science and technology program linking New England's public
^^	 sector needs and productive capabilities to national research & development resources
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MAJOR POINTS OF DISCUSSION FROM :4L
IANDSAT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
2.27.81
1. The institutional framework must be
determined - how Landsat data is best
delivered to substate units.
2. The responsibility of Landsat is b93t
served at the state level.
3• Information must be in a packar-e that
is readily usable.
4. The resolution, frequency, and cost
uncertainties warrant further disc:-a:;son.
5. Landsat data is most frequently u.s . -3a with
other information systems.
6. It must be clear what the market fl.-
Landsat data is.
1.
IMIG UMSS Landsat Subs Late User CorL =i ity Requirements and
Avareness V orlwho p I-Workgroup discussion  session- 1-2:45
Problems and concerns of the worlo:_op participants were
brought up, some of Which were discussed in more detail than
others Three zmL jor issues continued to surface throughout the
afternoon and are bridfly outlined   below:	 .
C_: Municipalities, with their limited budgets, usually cannot
afford the processing costs or the manpov-er costs associated with
Landsat usage. The cost of processing digital data would have
to be provided for, or must municipalities would be unable to afford
it.
UTILITY & RECOLUTION: Landsat appears to be more useful as a
problem resolution tool than as a planning tool. Effectiveness
is marginal in local areas because of its large resolution. Air
photos are more appll-able for most user needs. A program should
be developed to convince substate users of its utility.
REGI01M IDE DATA EASE & TEC'ri1dOLOGY TR.A5 IPER : A central facility
with the necessary- tchnological expertise, 1mov.ledge or the area,
ar_d the capabilities for techolog-.- transfer is needed for any
major usage of Landsat data to take place.
S .L.L.
of Pco '	 4'
NEW ENGLAND INNOVATION GROUR INce
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FROVIOENCE,	 RHODE	 ISLAND	 02803
PLEASE NOTE: There is no registration 
a	 ^r tie workshop . However, there
	
401- 2702 - 3 4 37
will be a $4.00 charge for the Yankee	 F, R O G E R?	 A	 COX, o p E,	 ^, FG s
I	 Pot Roast luncheon payable
u:	 , a
	 ,	 ...E:
when you	
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register.
NEIG/UMWSS Landsat Substate User Community
Requirements and Awareness Workshop
AGENDA
' February 19, 1981
Sheraton Tara, Framingham, Massachusetts
8:30 -	 9:10 Registration and Coffee
9:10 -	 9:15 Opening and Welcome, Nick Kepple, Project Manager, NEIG
9:15 - 9:45 Overview of Substate Information Needs: 	 Dr. Bruce MacDougall,
I ea	 ss Department of
	 an scape	 rchitecture and Regional
Planning
9:45
-10:30 Overview of Landsat as a Plannin 	 b Resource Management Tool:
Arlene 
	
. Kerber, State Program Manager, NASA Eastern Regional
Remote Sensing Applications Center (ERRSAC), Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland
10:30 -10:45 Coffee
10:45 -12:00 SubstateApplications of Landsat:
	
Gary Smith, University of
ermont
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 2:45 Work Group Discussions re:
A.	 Defining the requirements for increasing the substate
utilization of Landsat
B.	 Determining the most appropriate applications/demonstrations
of Landsat at the substate level
2:45 -	 3:00 Coffee
+: t'. -	 3:45 Work Group Reports and Discussion
3:45 - =:00 Sunw ry remarks:
	 Bryant Pake, Resource Applications Manager. NEIG
4:00 Adjourn
1
An	 intergovernmental science and technology program linking 	 Nei	 E ^ a lanC s Cam-
e	 sector needs and productive capabit.1 ties to national research 6 deveiopment rescur; t•
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SUIWARY
GROUP IV AFTERNOON DISCUSSIO1
FIRST WORKSHOP
It was rapidly discerned that, although all the participants
in this group knew of LANDSAT, virtually none understood its cap-
abilities. More accurately, they misunderstood them. Thit no
one was aware that LAN' )SAT's resolution was already refined to
1.1 acres, yet complained about poor resolution, serves as an
example. It was agreed that more introductory level training
was needed and that this training should be carried out by regional
agencies.
Most of the time spent in this workshop was allocated to
discussing LANDSAT's applicability to planning tasks. LANDSAT
uses were rated by the participants as follows,
1. Land use determination (existing, changing)
2. Site selection ( intergrated with other GIS)
3. Energy analysis ( determination of "energy islands" or
areas of common use patterns or needs)
4. Environmental monitoring ( all aspects)
5. Forest defoliation/stress
6. Disaster research (primarily flooding)
notes items 3 through 6 are transient events and, as such,
were considered by the participants to be least likely fundedo
unless in an emergency.
It was generally agreed that small New England towns (less
than 20 square miles) would have little use for LANDSAT as long
as the resolution was no better than 1.1 acres. Nevertheless,
demonstration projects designed to educate users and verify the
potential of LANDSAT were suggested as follows&
1. Katching known flood statistics with LANDSAT data.
2. Nonitoring pest defoliation in order to predict the
severity of damage and determine suitable controls.
3. Development of a regional land use map.
_	
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NEIG/UMASS LANDSAT SUBSTATE USER
COMMUNITY REQUIREMENT AND AWARENESS WORKSHOP
Agenda
April 3, 1981
Sheraton Dunphy, S. Portland, Maine
8:30 - 9:00	 Registration and Coffee
9:00 - 9:15	 Overview of Substate Information Needs
Nick Kepp e, Project Manager, New England Innovation Group
9:15 - 9:30	 Preliminary Findings From Previous User Workshops:
Dr. Bruce MacDougall, Head, ss, Department of Landscape
Architecture and Regional Planning
9:30 -10:30	 Overview of Lancet as a Planning and Resource Mana	 nt Tool:
Arlene  G.
	
, State Program Manager, NASA Eastern
Regional Remote Sensing Applications Center (ERRSAC),
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland
10:30 -10:45	 Coffee
10:45 -11:30	 Substate Aeplications of Landsat:
Gary Smith, University of Vermont
11:30 -12:00	 Questions and Comments
12:00 - 1:00	 Lunch
1:00 - 2:45	 Work Group Discussions
A) Defining the requirements for increasing the Substate
utilization of Landsat.
B) Determining the most appropriate applications/demonstrations
of Landsat at the substate level.
2:45 - 3:00	 Coffee
3:00 - 3:45	 Work Group Reports and Discussion
3:45 - 4:00	 Summary Remarks:
Bryant Pake, Resource Applications Manaqer,
New England Innovation Group
4:00	 Adjourn
_	 PLEASE NOTE: There will be no registration fee for this workshop, but
there will be a $3.00 fee for the luncheon.
Project staff: Dr. Julius Fabus and M.r. Jonatthon Henney
Resource person : Dr. Phi?ip Cressey, NASA
Mr. Dennis Mallory, Montpelier, VT
Ms. Joanne Haracz, Sunderland, MA
Mr. Jeff George, Amherst, AIA
Mr Hiram Peak Waterbury, ry, CT
149. LaCarnwell, Chappaqua, NY
Mr. Robert Hust, Groton, CT
Ms. Ann Miller Maley, Holyoke, MA
Mr. Bryant Pake, B Orlin, NH
Group 2 •- Roam 305
Project Staff: Dr. John Mullin and Mrs. Joan McCallion
Resource person: Ms. Arlene Kerber tie^
0F. POOR QUAL'TY
Mr. Edward Goldstein, Northampton,, MA
MR. Helen Armstrong, Amherst, MA
Ms.	 n Proko, Amherst, MA
Mr Fred Muehl Greenfield, MA
Mr. D.
	
c ert, Amherst, I4A
Mr. Richard Gladstone, Newburyport, MA
Mr. Dave Rvffel7, Amherst, MA
Ms. Natalie George, Simsb ury, CT
Group 3 - Room 4 U 4
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Project Staff: Dr. Heir Gross and Ms. Susan Lawrence
Resource person: Mr. Robert Mills
Dr. Carl Carlozzip Amherst, MA 	 r
Mr. Donald Bissex, Amherst, MA
Mr. Donald Jacobson, Amherst, MA
Mr. Alan Lamson, Manchester, CT
Ms. Brenda roew, Amherst, MA
Mr. Peter. Nelson, Leverett, MA
J Mr Shain Hayes, pringfield, MA
Mr Glen Rowland.,	 tachusetts, MA
S
I
i
r;
r
is
r
i
i
r
Croup 4 - Room 405
Project Staff: Dr. Bruce MacDougall and Mr. Gary Kane
Resource person: Mr. Gary Smith
Mr. Dan Sheehan, Westfield
Mr. Tony Jackman
Mr. Ro	 ldoff
Mr. James Cope, Amherst, MA
Mr. Larry nnison, Framingham, MA
Ms. Karen Unsworth, Rutland, VT
Nx. Michael Weinberg, Amherst, MA
Mr. Prick Kemple, providence, RI
Mr. Paul Sebestyen, Vernon, CT
_ ,
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LANDSAT ADVISORY COMMITTEE
February 27, 1981	 N .
Substate Data Needs - Points
	 d
1. 20X cost increase
- its's already expansive
- computer based system is a barrier
2. Not enough information on 115 x 115 plats
3. Beneficial in natural resource area
4. Universities must be involved
5. Prefer at least 2 centers, urban/rural, not north/south (in N.E.)
6. 100% subsidy necessary
1. Citto preceding comments
2. National perspective does not indicate good expenditure of funds
3. Chance for use at state level
4. Chance if cost is not a factor
5. Resolution
6. Service delivery by state (census in MA)
1. Long term data cost downturn w/increased use
2. Cost increase is in long-term future?
1. Cost
2. 5 year time frame
3. Information must be in a utilizable package
-2-	 OF POOR QUAIL Y
4. Resolution of 1 acre would be betuer than present 10 acre square
5. Frequency of fly-over
6. No buying for LG's in ear future
7. Regulation as affects Landsat use
8. State sensitivity to LG needs an obstacle
9. Location of key node for data (grad-students as a resource) at state level
1. Use potential: assessment (twice yearly) housing starts, incl. swimming
pools
2. Illegal hazardous waste dump monitoring
Counties - Needs
1. Major use - landuse change
2. Hazardous waste
3. Coastal zone
4. Resolution problem
5. Forest inventory use
6. Resolution problem as it affects cities
7. Intergovernmental relations
1. Awareness (state demo program)
2. Institutional question - project appls. across agency boundaries
3. Resource inventorying
4. Fire, prests, stress
5. Packaging issues
6. Use not at LG level in NH (RPA's, state)
7. Forest land taxation
8. State outreach to towns
9. Landsat limited usefulness
1. Resolution - biggest problem
- plan info can be provided
2. Small LG use is not indicated
3. 30 M and 15-10 m. data this decade
)ject
	
4. Best institutional arrangement for T2 awareness
, ds to
with	 5. Service delivery to substate units (federal gov't probably won't do this)
- team composition
6. Landsat production is not routinized (interagency workings)
7. Project (unique) specificity
8. Private sector brokerings should be explored (university or private as
consultant)
9. Firms have not been quick to pick up Landsat technology
10. LG's needs to know how to make correct specs demands of Landsat data (PTI
project)
1. NOAA - abilities in operational area (problems)
2. Cost to market
c«	 'I AL	 t'
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1. Problems of use documentation (awareness)
1. Marketability potential
1. Resolution not a major problem (state-county change detection)
2. Ground-truthing
3. Appl. for transmission line planning
- roads
4. Better resolution will increase substate use
5. Coverate not frequent enought
6. Institutional arrangements
- team effort indicated, not consultants from outside
7. Institutional support and training activities
8. Flyover coordination for infor
- overlay activity (VT)
9. Technical assistance needed in greater measure
1. Agency posture/responsiveness
2. Market availability
1. Skills/training at state level
1. Non-awareness of related professional groups
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
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1. Short term market potential
1. Agency relations with states
- inability to deal with area of past non-involvement
2. Presidential directives
- cost recovery
- turn tech over to private sector marketing rather than T2
1. Macro vs micro perspective
1. Repitition of data sets is..tractive
1. Change detection mask
1. Other technologies for planning need (aircraft/vidicon)
- private sector use - why?
- St. Regis, oil, geology
1. Best applications of Landsat
1. Foreign use
t
OF Poca QUALITY, 	
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Topographical Surveys
Meeting LG needs
1. Use of data
2. Data continuity
3. Data format
4. Brokering of uata to LG's by states/RPA's
5. Betther throughput of data at higher level before dissemination
1. LG officials must have hands-on experience with data use
1. Comparison of census data use vs iandsat increase in statistical
awareness generally
State/LG Interface (VT)
1. Middleground should be explored
1. Most state projects are substate in nature
2. NEARSS (area remotse sensing system) as an alternative
3. Geometric increase in data with increased resolution
4. Better coverage needed
-1-
5. "Smart" users needed (education for team effort)
6. Team approach
- quality control
	
^l
1. Applications better than information (scale)
1. Usefulness of Landsat is uncertain, but potential is evident
- 2-3 existing user networks should be utilized (training needed)
- resolution, GIS computability, and coverage are major technical
considerations
- cost/effect is unresolved
- useability by non-technically (landsat) trained persons
- Team Composition
- landsat awareness computer person (university or RPA?)
Study area person
- NASA/NOAA "should attend to"
Committee Membership: Bob, Fred, Marie, Curt, Jim, Dennis
t-	 Irv—
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Mr. James F. McLaughlin
Office of State Planning
2'? Beacon Street
Concord, NH 03301
Mr. Roy Whitmore
University of Vermont
School of Natural Resources
16 Colchester Avenue
Burlington, VT 05401
Mr. Len Sloskv
136 State Capitol Building
Denver, CO 80203
Mr. Dave Russell
Executive Director
Council of Small Towns
97 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106
Mr. Robert Birmingham
Town Planner
Town Hall
Elm Street
Stonington, CT 06378
Mr. James Gallagher
1820 Trinity Street
Hartford, CT 06115
Dr. Spencer Joyner
Geographic Systems, Inc.
100 Main Street
Redding. MA 0186'
Mr. Kurt N. Olsen
Institute of Natural and
Environmental Resources
207 Jones Zia I 1
University of New Hampshire
Durham. NH 03824
Mr. Tom l etunan
Control Data Corporation
1100 34th Avenue, South
Minneapoli-,. M11
	 '`),140
r
r
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Mr. Arthur Dodge
UNN Cooperative Extension Service
Room 111, Pettee 11a lI
Durham, NH 03824
`©. 
W. 
& µ'L11 • r
Ms. Barbara Sokoloff, Uirector
Planning Office
City Hal 1
3275 Past Road
Warwick, RI 02886
Ms, v.:rie Cunnings
National Association of Counties
1735 New York Avenue, NW
:lashington. DC 20006
Mr. William Lippman
Lippman, Inc.
Suite 310-North
1300 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
M,• . Dennis Malloy
State Planning Office
Pavilion Office Building
109 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05602
Mr. James Connors
Land Use Regulat r ry Commission
State House. Station 22
Augusta, ME 04333
Mr. Joe Chaisson
Maine State Planning Office
Mail Stop 38, State House
Augusta, ME 04333
Larry Shadbolt
Pacific Northwest Innovation Group
211 E. 11 Street. Suite 103
Vancouver, WA 98660
Chris Wohlers
Upper Plains States innovation Group
1839 East Capitol Avenue
Bismarck, ND 58501
Yell Payne
Rhode Island League of Cities A Towns
1?8 Nnrt.h Main Street
Providence, RI 11'903
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NEIG/UMASS LANDSAT PROJECT
May 30, 1980 Organizational Meeting
AGENDA
	
1.	 Distribution of material from Nick Kep ple to UMASS facult_	 p 	 V
	
2.	 Project status report from Nick Kepple
z/ A. Expected start-up date - late June
V B. Collaboration with other projects
V1. West Coast Innovation Groups
V2. NACO
3C. Contacts with potential Advisory Committee I,Pmbers
^. Contact with ERRSAC - remote terminal available throuy^ NASA van
Budget reduction: recommended distribution of cuts - Nick Kepple
	
3.	 Discussion of Project Components
'^ pp	 Literature Review and Cursory Analysis
vB. User Workshops
gw/t--
	
1. Twofull-day independent workshops, one at UMASS, other at
northern New England site
2. Three or four workshops in conjunction with other +Iser meeti ngs
C. Advisory Committee Meetings.
 1. Four orTive over six-month project period
72. Held coincident with workshops
a. Size, composition and responsibilities of Advisory Committee
(percentage of "floating" members to increase participant
quality)
D. Personal Contact with User Community
V T. In New England- site visits and participation in state and
regional meetings
%,1 2. Nationally - staff participation in national meetings and
J
symposia, e.g., NACO, ISETAP
Development, Distribution and Anal ysis of User Community Survey
-NIF. Develo nt of Project Re.
Use 1978 ISETAP repor
G. Development if feasible
- Dev op Th IdaTt^or m1
and amended as deemed
Advisory Committee
as jumping-off point?
f Substate User Guide.to Landsat
or use at workshops to be improved upon
necessary by workshop participants and
An intergovernmental science and technology program linking New England's public
r±an,	 a=-
NEIGAMASS LANDSAT PROJECT
	
=?i
May 30, 1980 Organizational Meeting
AGENDA
4.	 Establish Timetables
A. Workshops
B. Advisory Committee Meetings
C. Interim and Final Report Deadlines
D. NEIG/UMASS Staff Meetings
5.	 Best Strategy for Notifying Interested Parties of Project
E.G., state agencies, professional associations, universities,
private sector
If a mailing is in order - how handled? Joint NEIG/UMASS letter?
J 6.	 Advisability of Seeking No-Cost Extension to enhance ASVT Prospects
7. Update on Status of- UMA
	 Landsat Data .ht:;vsis Capability
8. Other Business
t3 .
OTI a A4/Y1. i' ^;.
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Roo. 1 ; 1. 19 [-0  i r:.XG, 'U1raASS ST-ArIt MINING
MINUTES
1. Introduction of project to research  assistants-
2. Delazatic.-a of r:+search for Uhaaa estaff-
A. I•1acra,aga1" /Gary Rate-Ideytiflcation of uses cccn un .
coordinai'.c i.
B. ;'Maus r'a os/aorsat-har. selme-y-passod planned and future
applicativns of landsat -data at the sub-state lovel(vhat
:%,here, why, ho-o'
C, 1pir 3 ss/Susan Law--enco--technical. investigation of
tnmidL cup: i l tio9 at the stab--state Level.
D. john	 i4cCallion-liason beet--wean  user P mmuni IL—
and projec.:t s seeru;tors for workshops.
3. Establish Ti=Df a le .
Novnmber 28i;h - deadline for identification of the Advisor
Com.*►ittee .
Uec ! ,nber : 1.5 ::h. - dua ,17 ne ror confirmation from Advisory
CU-za .ttee mambers.
18 .7 1 - 2ad. NSiG/Ul Uws . staff metina (9 t 30 am)
.' en. ,in'Ary : 16•:-1	 -- B-•zefing -doommIt leaves uNiAss to go to
i^:ck Regj^l
19 •1 :11 - B_°iafing document to be distributed
28-1-.1i x:+: workshop (;:4 bw held in Amherst) and
Advisory Gar.+mittee training session.
30 *,:1r - doadline. for 1st- Quarterly escort.
Feb. iFiry n 1S:3t - 2-nd. ".- eks_Aou (to be held tentatively
Marra: 12::h - 3-.td.  workahop (to be held ,tentat^ -r^ty in
^-.uc^aam} .
May: 1 :-► •t - doadl.ine for 2nd. Quarterly 1:4. rt, repor•'-
oa the thrta workshops, and a draft sumimv
r(aport.
3th or 1_1'1, - unetirg to discuss lets draft of summary
r.-)Pox t.
Jun€ a 3:.{:. - deadline for final drafts report (indepen( 	 is
of production) .
July: 31 i - deadline for NEIG to complete summary
I
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n 4. fir- r'cal' ]PTojec	 -C)!'-R QUAL6 i'
L WDrItahops
1. Arrangements for Durham and 7rzmingham.
To be iir4eatigrated by Dick Koppel.
2. Arrangements for Amherst to be made by Mass.
staff .
3. Decide on goals of workshops.
4. Determination of effective size and range of represen
a.	 Diaz. of 50 participants/workshop.
S. Determine hcwi to draw community users to workshops.
6. Determination of workshop format..
a.	 Short- course based on the four research divisions
Mass. staff).
b.	 Landsat representative (NASA slide presentation).
k%.	 Sub-gtatn representative (Bob Mille slide
presentation) .
d.	 Structured for max. feedback.
B.	 Advisory Committee
1. Determination of cize(15-30 persons)
2. -i-7yes from all categories of the userRepresentalf.
community (60-701 users,, 30-401 resource personnel)
a.	 University representatives are to be recommended
by Uftss.staff.
I. Definition of sub-state, user cowmity
C.	 Brieft g P,"n	 apar
1. OutMmed to be an qVendaged package*
5.	 Decwfoer 18 meeting agenda
I. Workshop format.
Briefing papa..
Recruiting workshop participants.
for
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k MIFY"PLS 0-0 Dx)mlbiw IS., 1900 M==, 900 AM
N170:	 & ie ]3wk ,	 &nt Palesop
U OaS: V,.*am, ^z- ixmga-1 .; Juius 10ama, Jobn ift1lin, Nair t4:m
Cory YA7n, JO-m Jemwi, Joan McCallim, smm Lelft-mm
AAA
	
I.	 ry-r1imation-
715vawry G:wdtta-- se7lactinn
	
IV.	 R=at and SvImtzence
' hep 	 sr4	 d earlier this-ia	 week to W ashinotc1l,zoportail ^,n tbe tit,
D. C. 'f2W vlaited EPFSAC (Easbmm FWjLonal zm-ft Seminq To. _ plicattla2i
Cmtar', and 11W) Watiuml Associaticn of Cbtmties). grey famd that
Cox poll I slmad be to gain reliance fray
 other Lwxbat Jaive—stigators
vrd 2) r-mr a-U-*w,.a4,:h lics in our percq*-icn of user, needs (not In uxler-
etmvIlng	 mpa-bilities, as is true of IMAP, etc.)
`j-he pu,-Ixse of the trip were 1) ertabbmh a dialogue Warm MIG, U-IMS
and EXWP and 2) cpLi Landsat infbammticn. A Lwx1sat dm* var- is being
pxeyaazxd
 and wa my be able to use it,, althou9b it wcn It be ready until
prim,
F-:30 m:. fts--EMAP trip mme-HAW, with 1 Se MWISS.
22, 9-00 .sir:. 'M. -SAP Fession in Grearboalt, MY. CX*.Sid,?Xs are
-4-,0(',
 pr. but iiexe is a 30 perscn 11;dt.
26 9 -.30 arr. r^ -rrr-vxx&-shap #1 neetina. with MIG a MM'S
	
y 26 & : 00 at.	 #1 at UAASS, RUIs Wmth, Hma 105
-6.- 00 pr..
oxy 30	
-\arW-r.3y Itpart due.
4 10:30 am. tcst 43,; ,Pxe #2 ;Iwek-,*s-^W teetiW with NEIL & UwRs.
wn-:4 -;bxv #2 at rrwox gig  -7bF.,A---S (AdViWry 0=30,	 p7.0 XnL) .
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10	 ivrimal TW at vorum aw/uaw mem"ticin ffivected,
.11	 !*n*shcp #3 at ftutm.- INS (Umiv. of
I
j^
IT. AR► SM CU*aTTM SEMMON. 25	 Nes of a	 Of
potential users (i.e. CIO( & PP.Ass, Metros. ,, Munis. 17m f VISAW IP coalstalf
nerine,v forestry, a.g., cwse", ,  etc.)
P^ Ncn-W- w &qlaud %apprm 14) reps may vay at each workdwp.
1. Ptaic Tntaxwt Gra4m
	 •
MM - lee qp9tein
MZ.- Ken P%T*
USC - Lerve Gattm
2. Professicilal Oxvp.
APA
Water (civil enagirwers; envirctvo*Al engineers)
ReSOUCCES 05=86ter)
3. rapeww
Mips
Slaft
rado
D. Sub-state Agmaiw.
Phorle 181=1
Rm Payne
Barbara Sdcnlr,.-LE- (city pla-mer)
LAM	 V. - Hart.
rAck Fricam - S.E.C.T. IWA
3. Mmachme.%ta
me
NAP3-,MCffALU,-,n - (JC*M M..)
HOW. Cb. - F?.-,Ad Mehl (idm M.)
A. Yaw iiapehire
0ms4:el - Jack lfttboe (a}	 O^In--NAL PAOE EtOF POOR QUALITY
Fcuater (6p)
5. Main
maim (pp)
'Mat ae? (HP)
6. Venamt
U. of 'VT (am)
Off. of State PIM. (E
btirl3ngbocs (B'^^)
O. priMme
t^C
SAX
Hi.	 . oxnc i l
SCH
11:1. t	 C PAE CIPP S
MWS to be dab=taxed later by Mass taut W4_ckshop #2 & 43 free Advisoxy
Cmuittee (Peat M, G)
IV. MaMW PMW RM SUBSTANM
Min and Nick t D attend RP. 128 Bigh-Mach. ccauftmnce tc attract f
- {iffexmt rams for moraldome.
- program & Tenors are to be prgmxed.
- folliow up calls will be made to "test wanted" particf4w ts.
- 20-25 pule desired at each wozfcsbV.
- USX/NASA ocadmvam at LK7 V braxjhit together 200 people with int wn—sts
in Iandsat
- over-invite far
 l:=kshcps is neoasscay, but risky. A stat.ermt is gnu-&A
to cover our lbr-ted fwi lities and poasible excicsicna (John M.)
li^
..
-- CmtinidW Imo. ca:a &t available for $10 fee for those &handing
Cwarkdwpe. A two weak riati oe is required Pm).
- debated whedbex to send a U states an im x	 cowe3dng all three
os a Istber to t^ w. V!'spa	 • MR, anly aanawasweinq 1iortoabap #l. Nick
suggested the labor.
MSI(NMM (sane ale E& muktimed !A udAubas)
1. tiara (Gouty) is 11 AflimsibIe for Wbrlabcp #1 wants.
2. RM (NICK) is r3 q m
 7Adble for final two umdcd)cps.
3. List of formstexs D%Lr) - oaatact odmnsicu services in Phi3Iy & VVW.
4. opal List (NidC) .
5. Pwfemiooal. List Wchn M-)
6. State Agency List Ddj*j.
7. Flyer/A manoewent D an (Ju im & Jdm R.1
8. Letter $Or "tkW Aw&raoaesa &Aaquiz^et^neonts" ',Jdm M. )
9. of FttoeC.	 are	 for each NEIG/t!►fASS toemn menivet (9) .
Gary will mL%e thaw (but Gall zUdc MOD. to aam if he can get additiaml
aop3ss i i.sst. )
10. UMB to= to VrAW The Laandeat St MI fear pase3bl,e 8ia:+sendnarticm to
pabatial. I.vndeat users.
MEOREW NMC E Ix Ate. bixG/u&w HOOMM PIS PERSCIam
NICK: (paura- rased) Doc neutal. .ion of every sP is Very pmt. Tele0z e
omt&ctor trip reports, data soames, etc. must be rasodrda1 and filed.
BRM I have used %*moe to file" saaaoessfuUy into past for this paapose.
tMU G AD►7LRlRM AS 12215 r-i
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1'.F';1:ARC1't 'r:C'JEc
11:;nrncen of 17anuu-v 12, 031. 1ewtbag, 9: 311 A.1 Meeting
j • k-^^ r I}a, ^	 i?i^ A t^:	 ti.f:1, )^.L?8 i.^t1t^'tl^•'.
	
F1:1.i1tiv: 	 Er g :?' : e'R.L • c': s'^.1 , J:1111t8 't !hce, ."}tthn 2^9'.!?..?. i.n, 1Z ?r.TC t".T."c7^a;
t?j► t• lie , 	 1'crellit^I ► , Swiss; La..rre.lc^a;rt  
3
1. REPORTS
11. dRIEFTNG DOV TINTS
11. W)RKSHai' POR71W
ei-,P RIS
^os.n and Gar^r 'r. ^ !'`elkon- ,,!poet. iiru:e aupgest . ed that f•.'° rz ic. and costrwc. t
tiro 1 it in order to ceZ ^--s -mine x,tia', our ue=t step it; Roing to bei.
nruc:e arLd D-ant ?r.re'u i:ri.p to ut",i: B- -uce hnnca ed oat notes From the wee/'lei;
1.47 all wri sere pr •esen z— j'Ittiae' there i:uey nmt wi th Dennis ;3alloy, Rcy Whitilorf
er.-d ^ vir y Smith.
K ,q r°tpurt: 14'":1' [1 y ;'C1lAC:xtt ^tl'! t',:Ti?'! ^1^Li0I ' ^3with O t1lu '% 1[inr -' e-tion cu!'l-p!
_	 tt	 a-?<'! r.	 ro,i:*4r:;r.z^.art ..e: 1%td vi.i':h 	 repr--tinntati.vc f-coin 14WA.
(i,► . ^.N rli f-avrp rc ,^  01e'- t; 1,wt; is cmily r^ nr•! ptreou %^o r1t`.ng ^i: SOAP vi.th t..111U -ei ,
l.I 11 :F1C]E'. }1 Lhat thirg.s a-& 7_ii 80.': ?Li'L18i. of a Jiv&rr8 , there. '.!tt^.0 -, iU th:rei7':-ru:,
nrL bst rHe to help us 1urie;, 'Jie° woreshcop. t.tlAA will road th,t infoci.mtion fret
ti. ^: }^•, ;, to meet: the ,:! ^cedq of thn v^sar tur.,n onity -uid on vhs:i: ^n c:i a -ationa! t ' r.C--
„^ •;,^ ;:z.r F:Fb3^c►r..e rep .?; ' f{.
EPC Uf , !- * -_-.-n lrtrn i X16 0T. ti"4L',•s C.' ::; i i_c ?TOrttr. .e t , P^ ^, ifc^:! S o l . tilWFbt y Gf)a ^: o f .
► l;d	 * : r F16i va St't ► t.c,	 pio , ec t it- in '11Ar iow a to ea of coin,] et i "a , The
-r.
p kr.il, a Stp.:es' ltnlgrwit	 iJve-► or an exnmp1?. They hare completed four
CJC41r 3111[ 1", ai t of	 hii af1:^a^li t EI'?'; . 	 E v !1i be,; cor-J i3	 1:f1 o fiemonu':T'v ? ,
1^:,;, l^a :^i~ Y^ ^;n3si .blr.	 'it^'^' 3'n^i !'. ^_i1'a Yt L1. . ^T.. h.. f1 P .`: vte %:T in	 of bC`. C:r'.'1.11 'tJ	 r.
144, tw	 l'.1f:Y. or S'1 •? F^ aT7^ (71 ,^ . 1R ^c).0 _'l• T T:1.lUt}j•:/ l.Ui1 {?CST}CII.^?n
vii i. Yttc'nil a Jaiv)zvy ?0 r,,1x1 : s170p 1 ► ; 3.ns i►TtgElf-s nnu carii,;.vc: their ccntvz is
, ' o + •4 1rg -Ft to Ours.
it	 i?rieiivg documf'n` to be given vo,.kahop Farti.cipintit for cb2 .".al!. 28 csc}rl Pt ni•
l i T. ATAP re vi , t
a	 f.it 1. tit L1L ^^G -.^^	 •l. I..	 ^ • ^ - •J •J •. ^. I.Ta	 C^^. • .^It )f:rk:{
1	
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'fit January 28 Workshop Format
sIn ger:eral, we .;ill bsve experienced resource peveonnel present during t'ia
;r :V11-.ng session eW "`ien a reaction to the p:eoeutntiote in the eftermoon. At
present were not sure who will be presenting in the moaning. Nick will be coa-
f#Lring this with Bruce Pant week. u worse comes to worse ae may have to give
the worniug presentations.
Diring the aftex:noon there will be a=testions, comments and answers on the
moraiag's eesuiou as well as on four major topic areas (to be decided at the
Yarn. 26 i,es-eting with flick). Three topic areas, outlined in the statement: of
work , must be addrev:ied:
(1) leve'. of awarenese
(2) document requireveats for increasing the utilization of LANNAT
(3) develop potential demonstration projects
WORKSROT
9.-00-9:30
9:30--10:45
10:45-11:00
11:00-12:00
Registration
What is Loudest - NASA
Co f fee
Landsat substate applications - Mills
Smith
'	 12:00- 1:30 Lunch
i	 1:30- 3:00 four smell groups
-have fairly structured at outset
-put people with coveon interests together
-zero in on documentation of the requirements for increasing utiltzvt
-•3oan suggests we downplay awareness discussion
3:00- 3:15 Coffee	 -
3:154:00 Group synthesis session
Workshop evaluation
- Topics to be discuseea at Jan. 26 meeting
_	 Quarterly Report
Modi cicatione to mailing list
Advisory Committee - 2 day session Veg. 19th
- determine their role
- meet again with them in Mid-April and give them
a draft final report:
- nyathenize their comments and evaluations into ocr
final report
- will be able to discuss results of our finding wiCh
them at this point
ie - some advisory committee members will attend Feb. 19
workshop
- Contacts at Goddard for San. 22 trip. Nick Short
Bill Campbell
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John Mullin, Meir Gross,,
r--Lv , '+jsvr^nc5, Jon Hannay, J. MoCa1.1.C)r
	
'	 FT:,1:
	 ^•nci ar^,',^ ► i ; r	 ;, ^.? ' viait• g :, to of•!.cj.a].s In Augusq ';a and
of Lp 8 4,0lt-lhls Tz(z ak; p t.	 solicit 'their supz	 -port
'cr lypool-ling	 rey)*;': ( ' t-,s -there has been a twnover
c 	 -,orkl 1
.
tF, C)n 1J.-mdElat n t.eia I ne.
'LIS M', -^= by r' PO--rE l.-ell.tatiC	 4 d	 e r
i	 torc7ipft, ­ ^j 
e, 
f.., Y ,
 the afternoon oitgbt to bi!
tbc-- so.bjsot of 6emonstration projectsai"A ti.
cf)O.;t ; .,u b !2i M^r;; t ' 1 '11 ,^ ad ,. re r.1 sa(-' ; *, t if-s- ft.41t t1hat it 1 - beC.
'j`	 I -j -
	pr 	 tc, the workshop, r.h,!!re ivmm.ld b 3
hter dr_:mards ougbl- t o be made of boLh expertq.L'
OtC,-. 3-Im! fcr tl­.i o-ext vtorksbop which vill be- aval.) -
	
tb(n 	 -!, sbc)p forivate be, uork--d out;, its
ti (z 	 ,)-, 	 i-,o be nrwGs -,p '....d .I.o	 1..9 th :: ).evel of av -a- -vemes &
L - :-A 0 'nt- A "'.'-jrber -vi-I ba av l tilv,ble fox- the rext •c,rksbop
ixoit in-rc anI 8 1 so -.supply a	 of vit—1-1	 ­ xpario on th emm C I.
to 3,*It'_-; eu,,'r_,g;isted t ► a l't., wa give Arlene pmilaimi,-ters to
Gary Ei	 pr,!-sentatinr; it 1 -T9.3 decided
OeRling vilto the Vermont	 andin .!iipor-taj nt in	 A
:.flat; firy	.t.Ltiori •,,ould be wnri;,, effective if i t aA -rassed
IT
E-_, -	 trore s	 tured.
n
a-c. .b& ^^	 ^ -.Tur-kshcipb- cuuld be
r trill be W. r,:z,,'-)At, invlt,."-.i..) -	 0 t1unive; hs
JS 	&- ,	 etail u.9 	 i1`'• rca^v-e ­ M) w.
F .4 4	 - P po	 &m 8) T	 ';o
ieir^! iai prs3slor wo. raths_- poor- -0 '*"T)v,-nW
LTC ZLtA!^)n; Nick nTay itwitsV) L ,r1: ,-1ey	 1-ropre ss).v es, praEem, 4
'V?r, t,', p rt q. -unt, at. ou:o v6r_k:vh'­p
E ,am i l ied by thle	 made subs tate applicati:)ns
tl- 1'eedback
1\ queEn.ixiiiailre ut.',i distributed ^-rh'!.cb 	 be evaluatt-id b^- NiCk
	
^•	 ^'.C^ r. l;i-t7 ±^ry ^ttC ::iii "ir `^';heau ►.Fd f oi^ t.^ r!, ?!b	 at 7:.30	 H' Il ei.	 ;1 j0'..
ie-VJ.2t`-?V " "31AD
(_-v,w.mEnts to '-.,e wo.1-E-i-I to Alv-1s0r-.17	 till in(,'Jude I'Landsat R'
ISETAF Iiewrt, and t'V-i .13ummia-T.T -1- octimen-L..1
^r
:
Th. 1.e vi.11 btu :'1'O a3psets to the masting, vitb the Adv. Comm:
T - 7-1.cic i ,;1.11 report on our vork to date
',? • U14 will present technical aspects
°Task: C.- -s F1^Ur^ cimate zubadul5 for meeti.t of 27 Fab.
10:00 - :t2:00 ove,-viev of our activities
LUXI Cti
1:00 - 5:00	 r qa.:, their views
Outline of brir Ping paper to be ready for meeting on 12 Feb;
John dill write first draft using telephone survey, workshop
:,valuat.ion .s, and 1SETAP report as sources.
Rick suggested that assistants evaluate first workshop and
_;;Ate a short ^ kanmary of the Goddard trip; workshop tapes are
W be smitten tin by assistants.
--	 'htre was a di. :3cussion of the 10-31 March ERRSAC forums at which
it is expected 'ibat UM will present.
-- 'dick will have Quarterly Deport for the next meeting.
OF^._
MR
r
r
r
I
UNIVERSITY OF 'AASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST	 OF POOR QUALITY
MEMORANDUM
FROM	 DATE .............March 18 L ...1981........................................F.,...,Srcuca..MacDougal,l .............................
TO..........Landsat Project„Sta►ftL ... qP.t ... KeP.P.1eA ... Pake .....................................................
SUBACT..... F.ut=0...Pxo3.0-Ct ... ACUMIti s ......................................................................................................
(1) As the third and final workshop is now confirmed for Scuth
Portland, Maine, on Friday, April 3. Because of the distance,
(requiring an overnight stay the evening before) and the likelihood
of a lower interest level in that area, I would like to see if we
could staff it with something less than the entire contingent of eight.
If anyone is particularly interested in doing or particularly inter-
ested in not going, please let me know.
tr(2) I suqgest we have a short (1 hour) meeting sometime early
_	 in the morning or at noon early in the week of !larch 30.
(3) As I see it, there are two principal tasks remaining for
the research assistants. one, the responsibility of Joan McCallion
and Gary Kane, is to work on a questionnaire to be distributed to
workshop participants, and to follow up on the telephone survey. I
ask that Joan and Gary hold off on both these activities until after
April 3rd. The second task, the responsibility of Sue Lawrence and
Jonathan Henney, is to complete the review of sub-state applications,
published and unpublished, demonstrated or prepared. I understand
that this is pretty well completed for published material, but we still
do not know much about activities outside New England. We should ad-
dress this problem in the week of March 30.
(4) I have take" the draft brief document prepared by John Mullin,
and am making some revisions and enlargements (including our "findings")
I will circulate this for comment, and then we will use it as the
statement to be reviewed, amended, endorsed, or whatever, by the
Advisory Committee.
(5) Nick Kepple, Bryant Pake, and I finally appear to have made
a viable connection in Massachusetts state government. We met Bob
Yaro at the ERRSAC conference, and were able to talk to him at length.
(He was relatively uninformed about our project.) We are attempting
now to set up an appointment, probably during the week of March 30.
Yaro also mentioned a GIS proposal that had originated elsewhere in
the bureaucracy; I will find out more about it.
(
E. Bruce MacDougall, Head
Dept. of Landscape Architecture
and Regional Planning
' 10 April 81	 UM/NEIG meeting re the final report
The following outline was suESested and discussed:
I.	 Introduction
A. similar to the statement of work with additional
comments
B. to include summary of the remainder of report
II.	 grocedures	 - how we have collected evidence
%/A. wor a ops
3 B. Advisory committee meeting
C. trips
D. literature review
3^ E. undocumented work	 OF POOR QUALITY
F. telephone survey
G. another survey of workshop participants
J H. ERSAC/NOAA Conference
I. vendor survey
TII.	 Findings	 - conclusions with some recommendations built in
A. user community - stress that it is numerous, based on
workshop attendance; they are unaware,
interested, and skeptical; therefore,
a
we should talk about education from
grad school level to that of elected
officials
B. Technical assistance network
1.	 state/RPA/local hierarchy is not as universal a t
distribution system as we thought f
2.	 alternative networks (SCS, cooperative extensions)
!
are more significant than first thought
3.	 private consultants are more . utilized than first
thought
C. LANDSAT data is small part (maybe 5%) of much larger
data flow - Census and IGIS form larger chunk
D. technical issues are real (freq. of coverage, resolution)
E. cost effectiveness is perceived as marginal at best;
LANDSAT is being compared with other 95% of data which
is usually free
trend is toward " action" planning and away from "comp-
rehensive" planning; coping with unforseen problahs
makes an in-place info system more valuable
each point in report must be presented with documentation of
evidence from workshops, Adv. Comm. mtgs and tested through
our own procedures
IV.	 Demonstrations ( potential) - suggested 3 to deal with 3
different institutional arrangements
A. RPA arrangement (i.e. Frznklin County, MA.) - look
for strong local component in the state/RPA/local
hierarchy
B. Cooperative Ext. or SGS/'local ( i.e. N.H.) -	 technical
advisory framework
C. other jurisdictions ( i.e. waters :ied groups in ME.)
f
•
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J.	 Appendix - all evidence, bibliography, abstracts, survey
results, all into listed in procedures
Responsibilities:
N. Kepple - Procedures
B. McDougall - 1st crack at Findings & Demonstrations
k.A.'s - literature review, workshop notes, appendix
UM - work statement for Intro
NEIG - summary for Intro
Time Schedule:
DRAFT by end April
FINAL oy end May
Advisory Committee Mtg - 15 May at Brattieborc
UM/NEIG Mtg - 11 May 7:00 P.M. at Hills North
misc :
J. Mullin, M. Gross, N. Kepple to arrange meeting with
Carol Thomas, APA Conference
J. Mullin to check or. "hi-tech" connection
171
Hinutes of meeting	 V,, 1-lay 31	 UMAEIG re LANDSAT
Aj•,enda:	 to put to, other final report
to evalua te its condition	 ORICUNAL: PAQV-ar
to assess what ' s left to do	 OF POOR QUALay
ObJective: a completed report by the end of 10ty
B. Macbouf.all stressed thet differences in writi-ii- m
`
:	 I e r
should not be noticouble
Bruce and V. 4epple will meet ^ith 14AC-0 and 14 h:, 	 l n ° , v.ny.
According to the revised report outline, the foliewi, 	 re-
sponsibilities were discuseedt
1. Introduction (N. repple)
11. procedures (stress how done)
A. Workshops - students must assemble VI-A, y or -znop stirim-
aries
ii. Advisory Committee - Joan will supply membership lit%tin i-
aria Maummary
C. Field Visits - Nick has compiled
D. Teleplwne
—Li r-ie..Y. - Gary - should include	 rw-mlure only;
results will ro elsewhere;	 for VI-G, includ=
addresses, use consistent fori i nt-
E.	 Idt iievicw - *",ue and Meir Gross will ro over
i%eview oft1twx4blishod works - Jon Henney nnd 0. Fabos
W 1 l7go Oval'
H.	 4endor ',Airvey - Nick - will ask - what hartiw&rn, soft,-
wnre do yoc. have, what is your corporatr
policy re substate userv?
111. Findinj , s - Uh l s p.-imary contribution to repo.•t
- bruce's "findin t-s" section should have eviderov vdded to
it, not	 simply style chances; incorporate
	 to
document Vindint-v
- nssume renders of this report to already know ni ,out 11ND.13A1.
IV. hequiremontr for increased substate LANI MWk' utili.z
 tit ion
Nick and Bruce will work on after Section Ill co,.ilpleted
V. Useful Demonstration 1'rojects
A. Fed/Municipal delivery system; Gibb Dodge exn,,Iple to be
usod
H. btate/jAiA/11unici I an l;	 as	 in Franklin Count,%-
f'rivate	 ., ector - Bryant Poke has contacted Jim Conners
L	 WEAT HhhTING - 1hurs-day, `3 i-.ny nt 10:00A.M.
- all copiev should be compiled,, read, commented on
F- review of frovition
NEW ENGLAND INNOVATION GROUP, Inc.
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May 5, 1980
Mr. E. Bruce MacDougall, Chairman
Landscape Architecture b Regional Planning
Hills North
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01002
Dear Bruce:
Sorry it has taken so long to send this on to you, but its been hectic
and as you can understand I am obliged to place priority on active,
funded projects.
As I see it right now, the contributions from MASS faculty and staff to
our Landsat Substate User Requirements and Awareness will fall into
several categories:
A. _Analysis of the key issues surrounding utilization of this
technology by Substate users.
B. Assistance in the documentation of these issues (which might
include development and analysis of a project survey to the
selected members of the New England substate user community).
C. Assistance in the planning and execution of several effective
Landsat workshops.
D. Regular outreach and liaison to the New England Substate planning
community.
E. Participation in Project Advisory Committee meetings and provision
of technical information to Advisory Committee.
F. Assistance in the development, editing and review of the project
report to NASA.
two An intergovernmental science a technology program linking New England's publicsector needs and productive capabilities to national rpss&h__& dlPl	 eat r s?el as
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Obviously you and your colleagues at WASS will be working very closely
in these activities with IIEIG project staff, whom I expect at this time
will be Bryant Pake and I. We can discuss these and any other tasks you
deem necessary or appropriate at our meting later this month, at which
time we can execute a more formal, contractual agreement.
I will be in touch with you in the meantime in case you have any questions.
Sincerely,
)A%LL ^-Wk.
Nick Kepple
Assistant Director for
Program Development
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NEW ENGLAND INNOVATION GROUP, INe.
Dr. E. Bruce MacDougall, Head
Landscape Architecture and Regional
Planning Department
Hills North
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
I regret having missed you on Wednesday while I was at U Mass,
but my meeting at the School of Engineering went longer than
expvt-tvd. A • . I exploined Lo you on the phone on Tuesday,
we should be receiving the official word from NASA about our
Landsat Project in the next two weeks and I believe the starting
date will be November 1, 1980. Both the Program and Contract
Offices at NASA have preliminarily approved the no-cost extension
to nine months, so the project will last until July 31, 1981.
I believe it is extremely important for us to meet as soon as
possible in order to establish our project timetable and begin
assigning tasks to U Mass and NEIG staff. We can discuss this
at greater length at our meeting, but I would be inclined to
use November and December to gather and analyze some substate
user community data then convene our first advisory committee
meeting and workshop in January. The holiday season may preclude
convening these much sooner anyway. I will talk with you next
week after you've had an opportunity to discuss a convenient
meeting date in the first week of November with the appropriate
U Mass faculty and graduate assistants
The New England Innovation Group is looking forward to working
with you and your colleagues at U Mass on this technology uti-
lization project, especially in light of our NSF-funded mission
to increase the use of New England's academic resources by state
and local governments.
Nick Kepple
Assistant Director for
Program Development
An intergovernmental science	 technology program linking New England's public
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Mr. James R. Johnson
Associate Director
Office of Grant and Contract
Administration
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
Dear Mr. Johnson:
Enclosed please find two copies of the proposed
contractual agreement between the New England
Innovation Group and the University of Massa-
chusetts.
If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Nick Kepple
Assistant Director
for Program Development
NK: kl
Enclosures
Z
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The Department of Landscape Architecture and Regional Plan-
ning and the Remote Sensing Center of the University of Massa-
chusetts propose the following activities as part of the Land-
sat Substate User Requirements and Awareness Project of the New
England Innovation Group:
A. Analysis of the key issues surrounding utilization of
this technology by substate users.
B. Assistance in the documentation of these issues (which
might include development and analysis of a project
survey to the selected trimbers of the New England
substate user community).
C. Assistance in the planning and execution and documentation
of three Landsat workshops.
D. Outreach and liaison to the New England substate planning
community.
E. Participation in Project Advisory Committee meetings and
provision of technical information to Advisory Committee.
F. Assistance in the development, editing and review of three
quarterly and on summary project report to NASA.
The University faculty involved in the project would be as
follows:
Principal Investigator: E. Bruce MacDougall
Investigators: Julius Gy. Fabos
Meir Gross
John Mullin
The duration of the project will be from November 1, 1980 to
July 31, 1981.
B. Budget
Faculty salaries (extra compensation) .....................$6,200
Graduate Assistants ($1,200 per student)	 4,800
Travel .................................................... 	 950
Overhead (758 of salaries) 	 8,250_)
Total $20,200
128 N. MAIN STREET
PROVIDENCE. RHODE ISLAND 02403
401.272.3437
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The New England Innovation Group ( NEIG) hereby contracts with the
University of Massachusetts for the activities, services and documents
described in the attached Scope of Work Statement (A), for the amount
of twenty thousand two hundred collars ($20,200) as delineated in the
attached budget statement (B).
The University will serve as a subcontractor to NEIG ' s fixed price
contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for
a "Two-Way Communication and Analysis Program on Landsat", a copy
of which is enclosed for your records.
Accepted By:
	
Ni cholas  . Kepp e	 James Johnson
	
Assistant Director
	
Associate Director
	NEIG Representative
	
University of Massachusetts
Representative
An intergovernmental science and technology program linking New England's public
.I
QTY OF WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
FRANCIS J. MCORATNenv NA"Adm
WILLIAM J. MULFORD
DISiGTOR is
CRY MANAGE" OFFICE OF
M,AAHMM AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
S3 1 MAIN SUM, RM. 203
WOR(MM MA 0108
(417) 744-4151
iXTl. 224. 228. ass
i
February 11, 1980
Mr. Nick Bepple
Assistant Director for
Program Development	 OF POUii Qur^LlTx
New Fbgland Innovation
Group, Incorporated
1:7.8 North Main Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02903
Dear Nick:
My apologies for not being in for our meeting regarding Landstat
Technology.
I have reviewed your information with Mr. Latka and Mr. Brennan of
this office as well as Mr. Charles Hill of the City Manager's Office and
presently we foresee no practical application of this particular technology
for the City of Worcester.
Thank you for your interest in the City of Worcester.
Sincerely,
Charles T. O'Clonnor
Deputy Director
I^
cc: Mr. Charles Hill
NEW ENGLAND INNOVAT'ON GROUP, INc.
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April 1, 1980
i"
Ms. Linda Jadwin HQS-11B
Control Data Corporation
8100 34th Avenue, South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440
Dear Linda:
Pursuant to our recent conversation, enclosed you will find a package
which could be entitled "All You Ever Wanted to Know About Landsat..."
I hope its not too much all at once, but I thought I would send you a
significant amount of background material now in order to allow you to
peruse it at your leisure.
As I mentioned on the phone, our proposal is presently being reviewed by
NASA Headquarters and we are advised that funding prospects look very good
at this point. A key part of the proposed Landsat Substate User Requirements
and Awareness effort will be the formation of a Project Advisory Committee.
The Innovation Group is hoping to be able to secure the participation of
representatives from a variety of sectors including municipal, county,
state and federal government, the professional planning community, academia
	
i	 and business, all of whom have interest in Landsat's applications to
substate unit needs.
I would be most grateful if you would review the proposal and some of the
supporting literature (especially the ISETAP Report and the PTI Local
Government Project Summary) in order to determine whether it appears
Control Data Corporation would like to participate in this project. This
participation could take several forms, such as providing a representative
to serve on the Advisory Committee or providing expert speakers at our
workshops cr merely to provide overall comment and guidance about the
prospects for commercialization of this technology.
	
I	 Control Data Corporation's commitment to the effective utilization of
available technology by state and local officials closely parallels NEIG's
mandate from the National Science Foundation to facilitate these utilization
activities.
3
1
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In light of the above as well as CDC's well-known corporate strategy
of addressing societal problems as business opportunities, the Innovation
Group believes it would be both appropriate and beneficial for CDC to
participate in this effort to provide substate officials with an effective
planning and resource management tool. NEIG's involvement with CDC's LOGIN
pra,ject is evidence of a cooperative effort between our two organizations
which we hope will lead us to other efforts aimed at assisting state and
local governments in better utilizing science and technology.
1 luoK forward to discussing this with you in great detail in the coming
weeks. Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Nick Kepple
Assistant Director for
Program Development
NK:kl
Enclosures
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December 12, 1980
Ms. Linda Jadwin, HQS-11B
Control Data Corporation
8100 34th Avenue, South
Minneapolis, MN 55440
Dear Linda:
Earlier this year I contacted you regarding a proposal the New
England Innovation Group submitted to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) for a Landsat substate user
requirements and awareness project. I am pleased to advise you
this'project has been funded and we are beginning to organize our
Landsat Substate Unit Applications Advisory Committee and to plan
for our three User Community Workshops.
The staff of the Innovation Group and the University of Massachusetts
Department of Regional Planning and Landscape Architecture would be
pleased if you would consider participating in this project as a
memnber of our Advisory Committee. I anticipate we will be meeting
four times between January snd May of'1981 9
 though participation in
every meeting will not be required. We are trying to secure
representation on the Advisory Committee of saveral groups interested
in Landsat including potential substate users (representatives of
local' and regional planners, chief execu-
 ^ officers, .and other
functional substate unit officials) and Landsat resources (NASA
and NDAA representatives, state agencies officio s1-^wrsity
personnel, private sector representatives). A copy of our work
statement is attached for your review.
We are planning our first Advisory Conti ttee meeting and workshop
for January 28, 1981 at the University of Massachusetts Amherst
Campus. I will be contacting you shortly to discuss this matter
further. If in the meantime you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Nick Kepple
Project Manager
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Mr. Nick Kepple
Assistant Director for
Program Development
Now-England Innovation Group, Irc.
128 N. Main Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02903
Dear Nick:
We received your letter concerning the LANDSAT Substate User Requireme=nts
and Awareness Project.
I would appreciate discussing this project with you if possible, on the
telephone.
From the materials you sent, I can't understand what municipalities can
really gain out of either the project, attending the workshops, or serving
on the advisory committee.
I'm sure the project is very worthwhile. I would, however. like to understand
it better.
Hope to hear from you soon.
Sincerely,
Michelle Riba
Director of Technical Services
z9NVI R0N MENTAL LAW CLINIC
Carolyn W. Baldwin
January 21, 1981
Mr. Nick Mapple
Assistant Director of Program Development
New England Innovation Group, Inc.
128 West Main Street
Providence, RI 02903
In.Re: Lardsat Substate User Project
Dear Mr. Kepple:
John Andrews of the New Hampshire Municipal Association has referred
your letter of December 17 to me. I an very pleased to see that efforts are
being made to use data derived from landsat to assist local and regional
goversmeatal bodies. However, it is my wq erience that most New England tarns,
at least those in New Hampshire, do not have the capability to use such
information on their own. In this state the regional planning commiaaims
provide much of the planning capability required by smaller tarns. Only a
few municipalities in New Hampshire have professional planning staff. The
rest turn to their regional planning agency to assist with comprehensive
planning and implementation measures. Tnerefore, I would suggest that at
least in this state you focus your information distribution and demonstration
projects on the regional planning agencies, together with the larger cities and
towns, for the greatest potential benefit.
One of the current concerns in New Hampshire is aquifer protection.
There is increasing raoogaition of the importance of groundwater as a permanent
essential resource. The hydrological studies necessary for carrying out a
successful aquifer protection program are beyond the means of vast small towns.
is it possible that landsat data might have a place in this effort?
I enclose for your information a copy of a flier describing the
Environmental Law Council of New Hampshire and the Clinic. I look forward to
hearing more about your landsat project.
'	 Fes tinily,	 .
V. Baldwin
D	 r
CIB: Jae
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Nick Kepple
New England Innovation Group, Inc.
128 North Main Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02903
Dear Nick:
I want to respond to your letter of February 9, 1981 inviting me to
participate on your advisory committee for the Landsat Substate User Study.
I am honored to be askeds, and certainly willing to offer what ever help I
can.
I must, unfortunately advise you that I wiIInot be able to attend the
advisory committee meeting. I am unable to spare the time from my usual
duties.
We all enjoyed meeting Bryant and Bruce and discussing landsat usage in
Maine. I think we %ave, them a good deal of insight into what would work in
Maine and what would not.
I'll look forward to future meetings and your third wo '-shop.
Sincerely,
James *Connors
Super sor
Resource Analysis Division
JFC/rmw
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL. PROTECTION
OFFICE OR CANCER AND
TOXIC BUNSTANCE9 REOfEARCN
P.O. Box 1200, TRENTON, N.J. 00i10
THOMAS OURKE, M.P.N.	 February 17, 1981
DIRECTOR
Nick Kepple
New England Innovation Group
128 North Main St.
Providence, Rhode Island	 02903
Dear Mr. Kepple:
Enclosed are the expense receipts related to my presentation at the
Landsat conference at Amherst on January 28. As you can see, the
total comes to $202.29.
I greatly enjoyed doing the presentation, and want to take this
opportunity to thank you for sponsoring an event which was, I think,
most useful to the local government representatives present.
I'm sorry that, as we discussed on the phone, I won't be able to
make the second conference.
It was a pleasure working with you, I hope we'll have more time
to talk at the ERRSAC Conference in Danvers.
c ely,
Palcl
Bob Mills
BK: pj
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February 18, 1981
Mr. Nick Kepple
New England Innovation Group, Inc.
128 N. Main Street
Providence, RI 02903
Dear Nick:
I've received the flight information from your office
and will be arriving on the 26th at the Hartford Airport at
10:30 p.m. I'm looking forward to serving as a member of
the Landsat Substate User Advisory Committee and hope that
our experience here in the Upper Plains States with Landsat
will be of benefit to your efforts in New England.
See you on the 26th.
Yours,
Chris Wohlers
Asst. Director
CW : j e
• MONTANA LEAGUE Of CITIES AND TOWNS
• NORTH DAKOTA LEAGUE Of CITIES
• SOUTH DAKOTA MUNICIPAL LEAGUE
• WYOMING A330C1ATION -_MUNICIPALITIES
• MONTANA ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES
• NORTH DAKOTA ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES
• SOUTH DAKOTA ASSOCIATION OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
• R'YOMINO
 COUNTY COMMISSIONERS ASSOCIATION
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February 19, 1981
Mr. Nick Kepple
New England Innovation Group, Inc.
128 N. Main Street
Providence, R. I. 02903
I	 Dear Mr. Kepple:
Thanks for your invitation to meet with the rest of the NEIG
(	 Advisory Committee at Northampton on February 27. Due to the
I	 fact that neither Emily Bryant, Kevin Doran or I can attend, we
are sending the attached list of suggestions. We believe that
work toward implementing these suggestions will encourage sub-
state users to apply Landsat and other remote sensing data to
meet their individual needs.
Is it possible that our next meeting date can be set during
the Northampton meeting? That would allow you to notify us soon
and we could plan accordingly.
Thanks for your consideration.
Sincerely,
J. 00 ^.
Arthur G. Dodge, Jr.
Extension Program Leader
Forestry/CFM Supervisor
Ism
Enclosures
CC: Bryant Pake
}	 Bruce McDougall
Gary Smith
K. Doran
E. Bryant
I`
The Now Hampshire Cooperative Extension Service's programs and policies are consistent with pertinent Federal and State laws
and regulations on non-discrimination regarding nice, color, national origin, religion, sex, age, and handicap.
College of We Sciences and Agriculture; Now Hampshire Department of Plesources; County Governments; United Stabs Depart-
ment of Agriculture cooperating.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR REGIONAL AND LOCAL
USERS OF LANDSAT DATA
1. Include an investigation of Landsat applications by private substate
users; they often have more freedom to innovate than public users.
2. Bear in mind that Landsat data must be integrated with other forms of
information such as aerial photos, maps, and census data to create
information with the detail necessary for regional and local applications.
3. Design an information center which can tell substate users how to obtain
the combinations of d,ita that they need. This center could include:
• an index of all aerial photography and Landsat imagery in New England
• a directory of existing remote sensing services in New England, such
as Landsat processing facilities and people who can help substate
users solve specific problems.
4. Provide several practical alternative designs for the information
mentioned in 3. Possibilities:
1. One center for all of New England.
2. Two centers - one for northern and one for southern New England.
3. State centers.
For all alternatives, explain how the centers could be used and estimate
user costs.
1
Joe Wod
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
Jack Howley
DIRECTOR
UPSIG
Upper Plains States Innovation Group
1839 EAST CAPITOL A VENUE
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA SWI
(701) 222-0171
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Nick Kepple
New England Innovation Group
128 N. Main St.
Providence, RI 02903
Dear Nick:
Thanks again for the opportunity to attend the NEIG
Advisory Committee meeting. It appears that the innovation
groups must address common needs associated with local use
of landsat data and that we can sha-e experience and knowledge
to our mutual advantage. Let's just hope that NASA will make
funds available for a series of demonstration projects of
landsat use at the local level.
I've enclosed a travel voucher and receipts.
Yours
(3 ^
Chris Wohlers
Asst. Director
CW: je
EAclosures
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• MONTANA LEAGUE OF CITIES AND TOWNS
• NORTH DAKOTA LEAGUE OF CITIES
• SOUTH DAKOTA MUNICIPAL LEAGUE
• MONTANA ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES
• NORTH DAKOTA ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES
• SOUTH DAKOTA ASSOCIATION Of COUNTY G
W.
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March 4, 1981
Nick Kepple
New England Innovation Group, Inc.
128 N. Main Street
Providence, RI 02903
Dear Nick:
Thank you for including me in your Landsat Substate User Advisory Committee
meeting on Friday. I found the people, the interaction, and discussion about
Landsat helpful and interesting. i look forward to staying in contact to continue
exchanging information.
I do have some doubts about the usefulness of Landsat to counties after being
at the Advisory Committee meeting; however, I realize that the reactions to and
experiences with Landsat which we heard are not necessarily representive of the
entire country. The issues of expense, computer capability, and resolution do
appear to be common problems as well as the general lack of information about
Landsat. (All of these issues and more are mentioned on the surveys which I am
receiving from County Planning Directors -- enclosed you will find a copy). I
am anxious to meet county representatives at NACo's Legislative Conference this
weekend to see what their exposure is to Landsat and its potential for meeting
their county needs.
Thank you for covering my travel and hotel expenses and for making all the
arrangements. I did make it to Hartford in time to catch the 5:45 p.m. train!
Sincerely,
GC^^
Marie Cummings
Research Associate
P.S. Do you have a list of those who attended, with phone numbers? Would you
send me such a list, if you have it?
Forestry/CFM Supervisor
/NI c
Cooperative Extension Service
Durham, N.H.03824
Tel. 603 862-1029
University of New Hampshire
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Bryant Pake
New England Innovation Group; Inc.
Resource Apps. Office
251 Main St.
Berlin, NH 03570
Dear Bryant:
Sorry for the long delay. I am enclosing a draft copy of a field
training program entitled "Remo`.e Sensibility". With tongue and cheek
I can :onestly say that I expect this to meet the same degree of accep-
tance with the New England Innovation Group that I have had with NASA
and other professional colleagues. My only hope is that somewhere along
the line we in New Hampshire Cooperative Extension Service will be offered
the opportunity to become involved somewhere down the road. I have pur-
posely blanked out the items under Personnel and Budget because if someone
else decides that this is their idea, I would 'be very happy to see their
proposals of cost and results.
On a more constructive vein, I want you to know that I sincerely
enjoyed the discussions that we had at Portland on April 3rd. It is
probably the most down-to-earth work session on Landsat in New England
that I have attended. This is to the credit of you and your colleagues.
Please keep in touch. At this point in time
draft of your report, but hope it will arrii
lsm
Enc.
P.S. I realize some of the statistics under Situation may have changed
slightly. Please keep in mind that this draft was prepared in the
Spring of 1980.
CC: Kevin Doran
Emily Bryant
The New Hampshire Cooperative Extension Service's programs and policies are consistent with pertinent Federal and State laws
and regulations on non-discrimination regarding race, color, national origin, religion, sex, age, and handicap.
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture; New Hampshire Department of Res­
 -ces; County Governments; United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture cooperating.
)RAFT
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DRAFT	 OF P DRAFT
RENOTE	 SENSIBILI'T	 t
A Pilot Program to train Field Users of Remote Sensing Data
SITUATION
Remote sensing is a valuable tool for all Natural Resource Managers, Land Use Planmtrs,
and those involved with Land Cover Information Gathering activities.
Many researchers are spending large amounts of time and money developing Remote
Sensing techniques that can be applied in the above activity areas.
At least 540 Photogrommstry or Remote Sensing courses are being taught at American
end Canadian Universities. They are teaching Remote Sensing to a wide variety of students.
t'M bulk of these courses originate from Civil Engineering, Geography and Forestry Depts.,
Photo Eng. Mar. 1977). Most of these courses, however, are not aimed at field applica-
Aons but rather at research techniques or merely familiarization.
Most regional applications labs M are currently transferring technology to, and
teaching, researchers, Remote Sensing professors and large area users. This is a
Legitimate endeavor but, at the same time, not reaching an Important group of potential
isers - the field users.
Potential field deers such as Management rereaters, Iowa Managers, Tax Assessomrs,
'ity or Toga Planners, and Agriculturists do not use Remote Sensing teabaiques mad tools
o the extent that they should. This is true in most all rssouroe areas. Estes et. al.
tGsograBhy...Dept.. University of California at Santa Barbara) stated at ERIN Symposium,
April 1977 "Remote Sensing impact on geography, at best, is-alight". This statement is
-nly one of many stating the same general theme.
There are many consraints to the use of Remote Sensing by people in the field. Those
ire well documented in "State and Local Government Perspectives on a Landsat Information
system' (ISETAP, June 1978). Most constraints listed there apply to all Remote Sensing.
Among the most prominent constraints is the lack of technology interpretation into
format which is easily transferred to field level personnel. The increase in highly
technical Remote Senstag research has widened the gap between Remote Sensing teaching and
practical application. 	 -
Cooperative Extension Service has historically interpreted technological research.'
;.nto useable information for practical field application and developed unique teaching
skills for this type of technology transfer. This has been accomplie%ed because Covpera-
Aye Extension Service is a land grant University based on organisation which has close
Aes, both physical and financial, to local and state clientele. Cooperative Extension
personnel deal directly with ltatural Resource, Forestry, Agricultural, Land-Use Planning,
.ad Community Development people in both the private and publia sector at these localised
Levels.
Pbtential field users of Remote Sensing data in the above ivefessional fields are
corking under stress to gather current data in lesa time with less financial resource
-han ever before. In general, they have not had an opportunity to receive recent Rammote
tensing technology in a format that is understandable and useable for their purposes.
these users must have multi-stage remote sensing data taylo—d to their use to meet ever
r: +.::.	 .=31LIT72.
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'Me University of New Hampshire Cooperative Extension Service is in a position to
[
evelop a pilot field user Remote Sensing Technology Transfer Program if granted a RASA
*chnology Grant through the Cooperation of Regional Appliv^t.ion Lab '?), Goddard Space
Flight Canter, Greenbelt, Maryland.
.ROPOSAL
The University of New Hampshire, Cooperative Extension Service, proposes to develop
pilot field oriented Demote Sensing Technology Transfer Instruction Program (FORSTlIP)
!ntitled "REMOTE SENSIBILITY". The program will be developed with the assistance of
at Goddard Space Flight Center and be
es gned for potential field users such as Management Fortatwa, Town Assessors, Tow
and City Planners, Wildlife Managers, Recreation Planners, and Agriculturists.
UNH COOPERATIVE EXTENSION QUALIFICATIONS
We are centrally located in relation to the six New England capital cities with easy
cress to two jet airports and all major New England interstate highways, plus easy
riving distance to major motels.
Cooperative Extension main office is loaatod on the UNH Campus and has access to
raditional and special classroom facilities . and varying field conditions ranging from
at;ea level to 6000 1 + elcvion within two hours drive.
UNH includes the New England Center for Continuing Education, a facility which caters
:o New England wide conferences and workshops similar to our.propoaed Remote Senaibility
'engrain. 	 .
UNH Cooperative Extension Service has been active in the applications end of LANDBAT
dapping Research with Goddard Institute for Space Studies, New York, New York, and
irtmouth College in joint Forestry Mapping Projects since 1974. During that time we
_eve been involved with potential users in state, . USFS White Maintain National Forest,
rv t1-.- mental Impact Study Tease and nationally known Forest Industries. We have generated
cooperative Remote Sensing atmosphere between the two major educational institutions
ithin the state and potential users.
UNH Cooperative Extension Service has access to potential users of Remote Sensing
3chnolorj • in most applicable professionalfields within the state of New Hampshire and
any others throughout New England through traditional interagency and interdisiplivary
•ontacts.
We have staff with expertise in Remote Sensing and access to other professionals who
.ould provide instruction in a Remote Sensibility Program. There are 	 Remote
ansing courses offered at UNH, Dartmouth College, Plymouth State t Keene b ate by
Remote Sensing instructors. Cooperative Extension Service has
stafir weZ.1 versed in some phases of Remote Sensing.
PILOT PROGRAM CONTENT .
A two week Remote Sensibility Program will be.dasigned to be applied in the New
igland and related Northeastern states. It w411 be composed of Bow to earth Remote
tensing techniques but will teach data collection ranging from use of a 35 NN camera to
he Landsat sattelite CCT's. Instruction will include:
Elementary Remote Sensing techniques
Field applications of Remote Sensing - a reage of Remote Sensing tools sources
of Remote Sensing data; obtaining and using sattelite data.
w14_ kLe ef^i4ned to Mach Remote Seosibili *  to 20 or leas people
:MOTE SENSING
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Emphasis will be placed on practical applications of all Tonto sensing technology
and will present alternative costs as part of the course.
Pilot program duration
S
It is proposed that the Remote Sensibility Program have a duration of four years
.eginning FY 1980 and be scheduled in four phases:
PHASE I - PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
September 1980 - September 1982 (two summer seasons)
PHASE II - TRIAL PROGRAM WORKSHOPS AND WORKSHOP REFINEMENT
July 1981 - September 1982
PHASE III - PRODUCTION PROGRAM WORKSHOPS 6 CONTINUED REFINEMENT
August 1982 - September 1983
PHASE IV - PROGRAM WORKSHOPS WITH LANDSAT 4 APPLICATIONS
October 1983 - September 1984
Total pilot program would train 260 field workers. 20t would be used to teach in
he workshops after their training at a workshop
10 - 15 graduate students trained in technology t-	 !r * hniques
1 remote sensing technology transfer program tha- 	 to train field users of
remote sensing space program can be adapted 	 I
kpproximstely 260 field professionals trained in la +esv remote seaaing techniques.
Approximately 20 field professionals t'rA ined to work on future technology transfer programs.
Submitted by :fold8
Arthur C. Doi' ^e, Jr., Program Leader
tiers _ astr^r Proms -- _
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Nick Kepple
New England Innovation Group
128 N. Main Street
Providence, RI 02903
Dear Mr. Kepple:
in December, 1980, Pacifi-, Northwest Innovation Group !PNIG) and
Southwest Innovation Group (SIG) i0 tiated a joint project to assess
local government utilization of LANDSAT technology. The investigation
was completed in May, and PNIG is now distributing the Final project
report.
Project participants identified applications of LANDSAT technology
to local governments, and several demonstration projects could be
forthcoming. If you have questions or comments regarding LANDSAT
tecnn-.Iogy or the PNIG/SIG project, please feel free to contact us.
sincerely,
^k-1
17
Robert L. Richards
Acting Director
RLP:If
Enc.
aW"4= t o
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SUBSTATE GOVERNMENT TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER STUDY
Authored by Lawrence Shadbolt, Jr.
May 29, 1981
Distribution of this report is provided
in the interest of information exchange.
Responsibility for the contents resides
with the author.
Prepared undev Contract No. NAS 2-10737 by
PACIFIC AORTHWEST INNOVATION GROUP
Vancouver, Washington
and
SOUTHWEST INNOVATION GROUP
Anaheim, California
for
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
NATIONAL. AERONAUTIrS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Moffett Field, California
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INTRODUCTION
This report concludes a preliminary investigation of local government
information needs and an assessment of the potential for substate util-
ization of LANOSAT data and information processing technology. The
study looks at city, county and regional government (substate) needs in
the six Pacific Northwest and Southwest states of Washington, Idaho,
Oregon, California, Nevada and Arizona. The primary vehicle for the
study was two one-day workshops attended by interested local government
officials and staff held in Portland for the Pacific Northwest states
and Los Angeles for the Southwest states.
The workshop format was adopted for the study since it would provide the
participants with an opportunity to learn about the potential applications
of the technology; and, then, to assess the potential use of LANOSAT
applications to meet local needs. The format was to encourage sharing
of information and mutual learning. Due to the selection process for
the workshop, it would be risky to generalize beyond the participant
group. Yet, the results from the two workshops confirm each other and
the findings of similar research conducted in other regions of the
country.
II. SUMMARY
To assist PNIG and SIG conduct an assessment of local government needs
for land resource information and to evaluate the potential for LANOSAT
application, a task force of potential users was convened for one-day
workshops in Portland and Los Angeles. Participants at the Portland
workshop included elected officials, planning directors and information
specialists representing urban and rural counties from Idaho, Washington
and Oregon. The Los Angeles workshop was attended by planning directors,
resource managers and information specialists from California, Nevada
and Arizona.
Information needs were first identified and prioritized by the partici-
pants at the workshop. Specific responses to the survey reflected
differences in state-mandated programs and in the needs of predominantly
urban versus predominantly rural areas; and, between city and county.
Yet, many types of information needs cut across these boundaries. This
was reflected in the need for land use classifications, environmental
impact monitoring and urban change detection. Presentations were made
on various types of applications and then, potential applications were
discussed and evaluated. Several specific projects, such as detailed
classification of croplands, the estimation of water runoff resulting
from development and the assessment of alternative energy potentials
were identified as having both high utility and high potential feasibility.
• tl
Factors which were identified that constrain the use of LANDSAT data are
of three types - technical limits, resource availability and institutional
barriers. Information needs should be viewed against these factors to
determine whether a LANDSAT application is an appropriate solution to
the problem. Technical limits which were identified include the following:
(a) the coarse-grain resolution of 1.1 acres, (b) the statistical nature
of the data, (c) frequent cloud cover in some areas, (d) the need to
integrate with other types of data, and (e) problems with interpreting
the data. Some of these technical constraints make LANDSAT inappropriate
to the scale and complexity of urbanized areas. Yet large, urbanizing
areas provide situations where the need for comprehensive information
regarding the location, rate and nature of development or land use
inventories may outweigh the need for finer resolution of data.
Resource availability is a serious obstacle to the development of geogra-
phic information systems, especially as state and local governments
struggle to maintain the;r existing programs. A new system must demon-
strate that it is cost effective compared with current methodologies or
that it generates new and valuable information that is worth the invest-
ment.
The scarcity of resources and a trained staff will affect the ability of
all ,jurisdictions to use LANDSAT data.	 It especially limits LANDSAT
application in rural counties. Yet, potential use exists in rural
counties where a local project can be linked to a state or federal
project or where several rural counties can develop a multi-county
project.
Since state and federal programs have created a tremendous need for
information in the states surveyed, there do not appear to be significant
political or conceptual barriers to the utilization of LANDSAT. Problems
such as the lack of trained staff, absence of data processing facilities
and, to some extent, the use and integration of data, may be considered
institutional problems. At this stage of technology transfer, facilities
for technical assistance and resource availability are tied together.
Although each state facility has trained staff and data processing
capability, the absence of information about substate demonstration
projects makes the cost of using the facilities a barrier to utilization
of the technology by local government.
Therefore, utilization of LANDSAT at the substate level requires resources
and institutional support until demonstration projects are developed and
information regarding the costs, benefits and most appropriate use of
the data in substate contexts is available. Following an evaluation of
the demonstration projects, the potentia l, market and appropriate cost
sharing for LANDSAT data can then be determined.
kTV
III. STUDY PROCESS AND FINDINGS
A. Background
The question underlying this study is whether there is sufficient
experience with LANDSAT to evaluate its potential application or
whether there is a need for additional demonstration projects to
evaluate substate applications. A number of LANDSAT remote sensing
applications have been developed over the past eight years. At
first in the Pacific Northwest and lacer in the Southwest, state
level demonstration projects have been developed and evaluated.
Facilities for technical assistance and data processing have been
established in all of the states within the study area. Yet, the
focus of this activity has been primarily at the state and federal
level for single-function natural resource management, i.e., forestry,
water resources, agriculture, wildlife. Demonstration projects
have frequently been statewide and oriented the needs of state
agencies for resource identification and/or inventories. A few
projects have been oriented to local government - urban classifica-
tions at the county or regional level. These projects were usually
for the purpose of demonstrating the technology (the ability to do
a classification) rather than to meeting the information priorities
of local government. In other cases the demonstration project was
developed independently of the jurisdictions' decision-makers so
that the results were either poorly understood or not utilized.
Local government, with jurisdiction over private land development,
has been subject to state and federal mandates for environmental
review, land and natural resource planning and coastal zone manage-
ment. Each of these mandates creates a need for a different type
of information covering the natural and human environment integrated
into a data system. The data should be capable of monitoring
changes or integrated into a process for periodic updating. It
should also be relatively inexpensive since resources are increas-
ingly scarce.
	
LANOSAT's ability to cover large areas and for
periodic updating has significant potential for application to the
data needs of local government. It was appropriate then to have
local government officals involved in an assessment of whether
LANDSAT data systems have application to the information needs of
local government.
B. Selection of Workshoo Participants
Project travel budget constraints and the objective of having a
group small enough to facilitate discussion limited the number of
participants at the workshops to 12-15 each. For the Portland
workshop we sought three counties from each state represented by a
rural, suburban and urban county. A 'list of counties was generated
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by the Association of Counties in each state and from a list gener-
ated by PNIG. We contacted several county commissioners in each
state before arriving at a representive mix who were able to
attend. We also sought to balance counties which had some direct
experience with LANDSAT with those without previous experience. A
balance of elected officials and professional staff was another
criterion for participant selection, the rationale being that it
would be important that the workshop not overly provide a "techno-
logical fix" for particpants and that the workshop involve "decision-
makers." As it worked out, most jurisdictions chose to send their
planning director or information specialist. Thirteen representa-
tives from urban, suburban and rural counties participated in the
workshop.
For the Los Angeles workshop, SIG generated a list of jurisdictions
experiencing rapid rates of urban growth. It was decided to invite
cities and counties from these urbanizing areas to find out whether
there are mutual needs for information on development of the urban
fringe.
	 Since the Portland conference had limited success in
attracting elected officals from the urbanized areas, we invited
planning directors, resource managers and information specialists.
In larger jurisdictions these personnel are influential in making
decisions regarding the implementation of information systems.
Sixteen representatives from eleven urbanizing cities and counties
participated in the workshop.
C.	 Workshop Format
The purpose of the workshop was to provide participants with an
opportunity to learn about LANDSAT - how it works and an under-
standing about appropriate applications and technical constraints.
Participants were to consider whether LANDSAT remote sensing data
would meet local jurisdictions' needs for information.
In order to create the appropriate context for the workshop, a
survey of participants' general data information needs was conducted
before getting into the presentations about LANDSAT. Perticipants
at the Portland workshop were handed a questionnaire and they
filled out the survey at the start of the workshop. Los Angeles
workshop participants were asked to fill out the survey and return
it prior to the workshop. This provided participants with an
opportunity to consider and prioritize their information needs
before discussing the possibilities of LANDSAT. The premise was
that it would assist in considering the technology in relation to
the problem rather than encourage fitting the problem to the tech-
nology. The workshop proceeded with a presentation on how LANDSAT
works and the nature of the data. A discussion followed to clarify
data needs and identify problems. The second part of the workshop
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was to orient participants as to some of the applications which
have been developed. Presentations on urban growth monitoring,
natural resource inventories and the integration of LANDSAT data
into geographic information systems were made at each workshop
using local examples and projects from the participants' states.
Following these presentations, a final survey and discussion was
conducted to identify potential applications.
After the workshops, the responses to the surveys were tabulated.
A table of data needs was constructed and the potential applications
were given a preliminary feasibility review. This information was
sent out to workshop participants with a follow-up questionnaire to
identify potential demonstration projects.
D.	 Survey Findings
Due to the different mix of workshop participants and the emphasis
upon urban growth monitoring or "change detection" at the Los
Angeles workshop, the two workshops will be discussed separately.
(Refer to Appendix 4, Survey Tabulations.)
1.	 The Pacific Northwest Workshop. A tabulation of information
needs by rural./urban counties (SMSA's) and by states reveals
some interesting differeices. There was an equal need indicated
for water resource and land resource data. Rural counties
showed a slightly greater interest in water resource information,
particularly in terms of surface water supply. Urban areas
showed interest in surface water runoff and both were interested
in identifying floodplain/wetlands boundaries. The tabulation
of data needs by states shows that there were twice as many
responses from Oregon as Washington. This reflects the broad
local planning requirements in Oregon.
The tabulation for the land resource data category includes
so": productivity, forest cover and crop types information.
Sigrificantly, the urban counties showed a strong need for
these types of information. This may reflect the growing
concern with the conversion of forest land and agricultural
resources in urban areas.
The largest information category is "urbanization" which
includes general land use classification, growth monitoring
and data to identify planning and resource management needs.
Both land use classifications and growth monitoring were needs
expressed equally by rural and urban counties and the repre-
sentatives from all three states. The need for energy resource
information was indicated by the Oregon counties, reflecting
the state planning mandate for energy resource inventories.
-5-
The primary problem identified with the utilization of LANDSAT
data is the coarse-grain resolution at 1.1 acre. Image resolu-
tion is an important issue where the jurisdiction is already
urbanized or where development activity takes place on a small
scale. Thus, highly urbanized counties and sparsely populated
rural counties appear to have limited uses for LANDSAT data.
The second major issue is that of cost. Related to cost is
lack of trained and/or available staff and lack of data proces-
sing facilities.
Costs associated with using LANDSAT include data acquisition,
data processing and staff training. Presently, data acquisition
is	 not	 a	 major	 cost	 and	 is	 a	 small
part of the total cost of a LANDSAT project. 	 Data
processing can be done in either a manual mode (using
images) or in a computer mode (using digital data).
The cost of processing the former is minimal while the
latter can be significant since it requires hardware
(computers) and software (programs).	 Yet many software
programs are available while there are computer proces-
sing facilities in all the states.
	
Computer time is
not cheap but a project run can be done in little time.
Data preparation and data interpretation are labor-
intensive tasks.	 Consequently, the lack of skilled
employees to prepare and analyze the data can result in
significant costs if contracted out; and, training, if
the costs are borne locally, may be lost if the employee
relocates.
2.	 The Southwest Workshop.	 The responses were tabulated by
cities and counties since all jurisdictions represented are
dominantly urban or urbanizing. There was an indication of a
greater need for land resource than water resource data.
Yet, approximately one-half of the participants indicated a
need for better information on floodplains, wetlands, and
riparian areas. There was also a need for information about
surface and groundwater resources. The needs for water resource
information is evenly divided between the cities and counties.
The predominant need for land resource data is for croptypes/
ground cover, soils productivity and topographic features and
slope.	 The counties showed a slightly greater need than
cities for these types of information. There were no indica-
tions of a need for energ:,- resource data.
The urbanization category follows the pattern of counties in
the Pacific Northwest with a predominant need for general land
-6-
use classifications.
	
All of the cities expressed this as a
need while only one-half of the counties did so. Growth
monitoring was the second most frequently cited information
need. Five of the six counties indicated a need for this type
of information while only one city indicated a need for this
information. These responses are probably reflections of the
larger areas covered by the counties, the differing concerns of
the jurisdictions and the fact that cities already have data
systems to monitor growth. The different needs of cities and
counties is also reflected in a survey identifying problems
using LANDSAT data in which one-half of the cities indicated
that the coarse-grained resolution made the data unsuitable to
the data needs of cities.
Again the city/county difference is reflected in a survey to
identify potential applications. All seven of the counties
indicated monitoring urban development as the most significant
potential application. Only one city indicated growth moni-
toring as a potential application. A review of the tabulation
totals shows that the counties identified 38 potential applica-
tions while the cities identified 5 potential applications.
E.	 Possible Demonstration Projects
A primary purpose of this study was to determine whether LANDSAT
has potential application to the data needs o f local government. A
secondary purpose, if appropriate, was to identify and plan for
demonstration projects. Workshop participants were asked in a
follow-up survey to identify demonstration projects that were
technically feasible and appropriate to their information needs.
The following list of possible projects was generated by project
participants. This is neither an exhaustive nor an exclusive list;
however, it would provide a suitable starting place for developing
demonstration projects.
1. King County, Washington. Proposed development of a surface
water runoff model utilizing LANDSAT digital data. Applicable
to urbanizing areas in the Pacific Northwest that must make
land development decisions in the absence of a drainage basin
plan or detailed runoff analyses.
2. Whitman County, Washington. Proposed development of an inte-
grated data system as basis for Agricultural Land Preservation
Project. System would integrate LANDSAT crop cover data with
soils, topography and other building constraints. Develop
information to determine relative suitability of land for
development.
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3. Clark County, Washington. Identified several types of data
that would meet local needs for land resource information -
crop types, forest cover, topography, urban land use, vacant
land, building suitability and growth monitoring.
4. Ada County, Idaho. Proposed a project to identify vacant land
and to monitor changing land use. LANDSAT ground cover data
would be supplemented with low level aerial photographs and
1980 census data to establish a baseline. Identification of
changes in land use and monitoring growth areas would be used
to review operation of local comprehensive plans.
5. Yamhill County, Oregon. Identified solar energy potential and
growth monitoring as possible applications in this predominantly
rural county.
6. Metropolitan Service District (METRO), Oregon. METRO serves
the four Portland Metropolitan counties and identified several
possible LANDSAT data applications, including water quality,
water runoff, floodplain boundaries, soils productivity and
erosion. The need for urbanization information includes a
land use classification, vacant lands and buildable lands
inventory, and growth monitoring.
7. San Diego County, California. Proposed that LANDSAT data be
used to monitor the conversion of land in northern part of
county. This would assist the county and five cities located
there to coordinate growth management plans.
8. Los Angeles County, California. Identified the three most
important applications for regional planning as floodplains/
wetlands boundaries, topographic features and slope, growth
monitoring.
9. Sacramento County, California. Proposed a project to assist
county update comprehensive plan and to aid land use decisions.
Project would inventory agricultural lands and monitor changes
in irrigation and in land use conversions. Data could be used
to predict location and amount of future growth.
10. Fresno County, California. Identified three demonstration
projects: (1) Define areas of riparian vegetation along Kings
River; (2) Monitor development in Sierra Foothills over past
10 years ±; and, (3) Identify most productive grazing lands in
Sierra Foothills during same time period.
11. Nevada MX Local Oversight Committee (includes Lincoln, Nye.
Esmeralda, Lander, White Pine, Eureka and Clark Counties).
Proposed a demonstration project that would include the follow-
ing elements:
(a) Quantify land cover data on the amount and location of
grazing lands, farmlands, surface water and forest cover;
(b) Monitoring of area during MX construction phase to identify
environmental resources impacted such as water supply and
conversion of land for urban growth;
(c) Integration of LANDSAT cover data with Clark County
Geographic Information System.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOWENDAT IONS
The results of this preliminary study indicate that there is a need to
test the application of LANDSAT in specific substate contexts in order
to answer questions about LANDSAT applications in a range of local
government situations. There are a sufficient number of projects suggested
by workshop participants from which prototypical projects could be
developed that would provide information that is transferable to other
situations. The following recommendations are provided as a basis for
developing a substate applications program. It is suggested that user
involvement in the planning and design of the demonstration projects is
essential for project success. Also necessary is the development of
adequate institutional support to provide training and technical assist-
ance. Resources for travel and staff for training should be considered
all but non-existent at the local level, although there may be some
cases where staff are available for travel and training. However, in
spite of these obstacles, there is a high level of interest in the
potential uses of the technology to meet local needs.
1. Identify generic projects that have a high potential for
transferability to substate governments and for assessing the
costs, benefits and accuracy of LANDSAT data applications.
Select a range of projects by diverse urban/rural character-
istics and states to provide comparative information.
2. Provide assistance for institutions in each state that are
capable of carrying out technical assistance to local government
including training, data classification and processing.
3. Develop training modules for local staff to determine appropri-
ate levels of technical training and to explore roles for
local staff in developing, processing and using LANDSAT data.
4. Provide information and assistance to local governments regard-
ing the use of LANDSAT and other remote sensing ima^ery in
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manual operations and in the integration of remote sensing
data with other available data.
5. Inventory and disseminate information regarding available
LANOSAT and other remote sensing data as well as ongoing
state/federal projects that may either spin off information or
be adapted to provide information to local government.
6. Monitor and evaluate demonstration projects to develop compara-
tive information to be available to substate governments and
to policy makers at state and federal levels.
-10-
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List of Workshop Participants
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LIST OF WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
PACIFIC NORTHWEST WORKSHOP
Mark Fredricksen, Planner
Colin Armstrong, Commissioner
Dave bishop, Planning Director
Dale Himes, Planner
Gerald Jensen, Commissioner
Robert Hilgenberg, Planning Director
Joe Garlitz, Commissioner
Harley Jenkins, Planning Director
Walter Monash, Planner
Neal F. Vaa Horn, Planner
Sharron Shinbo, Planner
Tracy Donovan, Planner
Mark Jaffray, Planner
SOUTHWEST WORKSHOP
Don Brown, Planner
Aatthew Beckstedt, Planner
Larry Charness, Planner
Gary Washburn, Planning Commissioner
Lance Bailey, Planning Director
Al Solis, Planner
M. David Smith, Planner
Don McDaniel, Planning Director
Whitman County (Washingt-on) Regional Planning
Yamhill County (Oregon) County Commissioner
Yamhill County Planning Department
Clark County (Washington) Regional Planning
Canyon County (Idaho) County Commissioner
Ada Planning Association (Idaho)
Union County (Oregon) Commissioner
Union County Planning Department
METRO (Oregon)
METRO (Oregon)
King County (Washington) Planning Division
King County (Washington) Planning Division
Spokane County (Washington) Planning Department
City of Las Vegas (Nevada) Planning Department
Clark County (Nevada) Planning Department
Los Angeles (California) Regional Planning
Lake Elsinore, California Planning Commission
Sacramento County (California) Plannin ,; Department
City of Fresno (California) Planning Department
City of San Diego (California) Planning Department
Maricopa County (Arizona) Planning Department
Warner Leipprandt, Assistant Director Phoenix Planning Department
Lee P. Vance, Planner	 San Diego County Planning Department
Kerry McCants, Planner	 Fresno County Planning Department
Susan Metz, Planner	 Sacramento County Environmental Department
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APPENDIX 2
Workshop Agendas
AGENDA
LANDSAT/REMOTE SENSING CONFERENCE
SUBSTATE AREAS NEED ASSESSMENT
Fireside Room
Westminister Presbyterian Church
1624 N.E. Hancock
Ph: ,tland. Oregon
December 11, 1980
{
Morning Session
9:00
9:15
9:30
10:00
11:30
12:15
Afternoon Session
INFORMATION NEEDS
Registration
Introduction - Pacific Northwest Innovation Group
Overview of Program - NASA Representative
Remote Sensing, LANDSAT, and Informatioa Needs -
Barry Schrumpf, Oregon State University
Environmental Remote Sensing Lab
Discussion groups - Information needs
Buffet lunch
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
1:00 LANDSAT and Geographic Information Systems for Urbanizing Areas -
Duane Shinn, University of Washington
Department of UrbAn Planning
2:00 Remote Sensing Applications for Rural and Natural Resource Areas -
NASA representatives
3:00 Potential applications at the county level -
dlscussion groups
4:00 Summary and/or Project Identification
5:00 Adjourn
AGENDA
LANDSAT/REMOTE SENSING CONFERENCE
SUBSTATE AREAS NEED ASSESSMENT
Holiday Inn at LAX
Navegators' Room
Los Angeles, California
January 30, 1981
Morning Session INFORMATION NEEDS
9:00 Registration
9:10 Welcome from Southwest Innovation Group - Les White
9:15 Overview of Conference - Lawrence Shadbolt, Project Coordinator
9:30 The NASA Role - NASA/Ames Staff
9:45 LANDSAT and Remote Sensing - Robin Welch, Airview Specialists
10 . 30 Break
10:45 Integration with Geographic Information Systems - NASA/Ames Staff
11:15 Group Discussion - Information Needs and LANDSAT Utilization
12:00 Buffet lunch
Afternoon Session POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
1:00 Change Detection for Urbanizing Areas - Jerry Christenson, ESRI
2:00 Agriculture and Water Resource Applications - Sherry Wall,
Space Sciences Laboratory, U.C. Berkeley
3:00 Break
3:15 Group discussion - Identifying Potential Applications at the
Substate Level
4:30 Adjourn
APPENDIX 3
Needs Survey
i
i	 Of POOtz 	 =%LIT {
REGISTRATION/NEEDS SURVEY
i	 Information Needs/LANDSAT Assessment Conference
i	 NAME:
ORGANIZATION:
POSITION:
1. In general, what are the major informational needs of your city or
county? After you list them, rank them in order of impos•tance
(1 for highest priority, 2 for next highest and so on).
2. Are you currently using remote sensing data?
a. Large scale aerial photograhyes	 no
b. High altitude aerial photograh(U27--_—yXes	 no
c. LANDSAT images	 ^^es	 no
d. LANDSAT digital information 	 ^^tes	 no
e. Other	 yes	 no
3. How familiar are you with LANDSAT?
4. Do you have any questions or problems regarding the schedule or
agenda for this conference?
4
Mail to: Larry Shadbolt, Project Coordinator
i	 Pacific Northwest Innovation Group
11th Stmt Suite 103
APPENDIX 4
Survey Tabulations
if
ti
OF POOR QUALITY
I. INFORMATION NEEDS - PACIFIC NORTNWESi COUNTIES
A.	 WATER RE50URCES
Totals Urban Rural Oregon Wash. Idaho
1.	 Surface water runoff 4 3 1 2 2 0
2.	 Flood lain/wetland boundary 4 2 2 2 1 1
3.	 Water quality studies 3 1 2 1 1 1
4.
	 Hydroelectric b irrigation supply, 3 0 3 3 0 0
5.	 Groundwater supply 3 2 1 2 1 0
SUBTOTALS
B.	 LAND RESOURCES
17 8 9 10 5 2
1.	 Soil productivity/types 5 2 3 3 2 0
2.	 Forest cover 4 2 2 3 1 0
3.	 Crop types/ground  cover 3 3 0 1 2 0
4.
	 Topographic features b slope 3 3 0 1 2 0
5.
	 Aggregate deposits 2 1 1 1 1 0
6.	 Erosion 1 0 1 1 0 0
SUBTOTALS
C.	 ENERGY RESOURCES
18 11 7 10 8 0
1.	 •)olar potential
2.	 Geothermal heat indicator
2 0 2 1 1 0
2 1 1 2 0 0
3.	 Fault location 1 0 1 1 0 0
4.	 Wind resources 1 0 1 1 0 0
SUBTOTALS
D.	 URBANIZATION
6 1 5 5 1 0
1.	 General land use classification 7 5 2 2 3 2
2.	 Growth won i tori ngrural land convev 5 2 3 3 1 1
3.	 Identif	 b monitor roads 4 2 2 3 1 0
4.	 Vacant land inventory 2 2 0 1 0 1
5.	 Identif	 b monitor septic tanks 2 2 0 1 1 0
6.	 Air quality indicator 1 1 0 1 0 0
7.	 Building suitability 1 0 1 1 0 0
8.	 Socioeconom1c/demoaraphic data 1 1 0 0 0 1
SUBTOTALS
TOTALS
23 15 8 12 6 5
64 35 29 3' 20 7
.._.._	 :A
OF
II. LANDSAT UTILIZATION AT SUBSTATE LEVEL - PACIFIC NORTHWEST COUNTIES
A. IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL PROBLEMS
11 Total li Urban ( Rural II Oregon Wash. jIdaho
1.	 Resolution 9 5 4 5 4 0
2.	 Cost of data 8 5 3 5 3 0
3.	 Political/conceptual	 problems 1	 4 3 1 0 3 1
4.	 Data system integration 3 3 0 1 2 0
5.	 Staff comnittment/skills 3 1 2 2 1 0
6.	 Land cover vs.	 land use 3, 3 0 1 1 1
7.	 Access to data and processing 2 2 0 1 1 0
8.	 Reliability (accuracy) 2 1 1 1 0 1
9.	 Lack of thermal sensor 1 0 1 1 0 0
10.	 Cloud cover 1 0 1 1 0 0
36 23 13 18 15 3TOTALS	 i
B. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
Totaljl Urban j Rural jj Oregonj Wash. jIdaho
1.	 General	 land use classification 6 j	 2( 4 3 1 2
2.	 Monitor development 6 I	 3 3 3 1 2
3.	 Water quality monitoring 3 1
l
2 1 1 1
4.	 Surface water runoff analysis 3( 3 0 1 2 0
5.	 Agricultural land use inventory 3 I	 1 2 2 1 0
6.	 Forest land inventory 3 0 i	 3 3 0 0
7.	 Forest & Agriculture land productivity 3! 1 j	 2 2 1 0
8.	 Identify growth impacts 2 1	 1 i	 1 1 1 0
TOTALS	 1	 29	 1'	 12	 1	 17	 II 16	 1	 8	 1	 5
A-A
I. INFORMATION NEEDS - SOUTHWEST URBAN AREAS
A.	 WATER RESOURCES
Totals Counties;	 Cities
1.	 Flood lain wetland ri arian areas
2.	 Surface water supply
3.	 Groundwater supply
4.	 Water quality studies
5.	 Surface water runoff
`	 SUBTOTALS
B.	 LAND RESOURCES
6 4 2
3 1 2
2 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
13 7 6
1.	 Crop types/ground  cover
2.	 Soil productivity/types
3.	 Topographic features b slope
4.	 Erosion	 including sand transport)
5.	 Land divisions b zoning classification
SUBTOTALS
C.	 ENERGY RESOURCES
6 4 2
6 3 3
4 2 2
2 2 0
2 0 2
20 11 9
1.	 Wind resources
2.	 Fault location
3.	 Solar potential
4.	 Geothermal heat indicator
SUBTOTALS
D.	 URBANIZATION
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1.	 General land use classification
2.	 Growth monitoring	 rural land conversion
3.	 Housing, economic	 population data
4.	 Identify b monitor roads (planning
5.	 Vacant land inventory
6.	 Identif	 b monitor septic tanks
7.	 Capital improvement needs
8.
	 Building suitability
SUBTOTALS
TOTALS
9 3 6
6 5 1
3 1 2
2 2 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
20 11 9
53 29 24
L	 F `i/
'i	 ^.	 ,.i 1.
II. IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEMS & POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS - SOUTHWEST URBAN AREAS
Totals
	 Cities t ountie s
A. APPLICATION NOT SUITABLE
	
3	 3	 0
(data too coarse)
B.	 POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
I
1.	 Monitor urban development 8 1 7
(rural & vacant land conversion)
2.	 Crop productivity
	 I 5 2 3
3.	 Identify & monitor irrigated 4 1 3
lands
4.	 Topography & slope 4 0 I	 4
5.	 Monitor surface mines/dumping 3 0 3
6.	 Identify & monitor floodplain
I
3
I
0 '	 3
7.	 Identify vacant lands 	 it 3 0 3
8.	 General	 land use	 ^^
I
3 1 2
9.	 Identify vegetative cover
i
2 0 2
10.	 Water resource inventory 2 0 i	 2
11.	 Identify sensitive areas/impacts 2 0 2
12.	 Storm water runoff	 J 1 0 1
13.	 Air quality monitoring 	 ' 1 0 1
14.	 Water Quality studies 	 I 1 0 1
15.	 Rangeland/Habitat mana gement 1 0 1
TOTALS	 11
	
43	 11	 5	 11	 38
APPENDIX 5
Technical Review of Information Needs
A
TECHNICAL REVIEW OF SUBSTATE INFORMAM
NEEDS FOR LANDSAT DATA APPLICATIONS
I. WATER RESOURCES
A. Water Quality Studies (Sec. 208). Generally, LANDSAT sensors are
designedtodete^ and cover reflectance. LANDS: IT data can be
used to monitor water quality (constituents of water) if pollution
source is related to land cover activity i.e. clear cuts or urban
development. There is work ongoing to monitor water turbidity.
Sources should be larger than one acre.
B. Surface Water Runoff. Surface water runoff can be related to land
cover ie. i mpervious surfaces. Changes in cover can be monitored
either through a manual mode (site knowledge or photographs) or
through LANDSAT change detection techniques.
C. Floodp lains Wetland Boundary. LANDSAT images can be used to identify
the extent of oo pan wetland areas on specific dates. There are
possible problems with day of coverage/day of occurance due to fixed
schedule of satellite and cloud cover. Precise legal boundary not
possible to determine with LANDSAT.
D. Hydroelectric Potential/Irrigation Suppl y. LANDSAT data can be used
to determine water use, and, hence, water available for alternate uses.
Need to work from hydrologic data. Accuracy improves over large areas
and with larger bodies of water.
E. Groundwater Supply. It is not possible to look at subsurface resources
with remote sensing. Landcover information can be used to infer water
use and to estimate aquifer recharge rates, using hydrologic data and
modeling.
II. LAND RESOURCES
A. Crop Types. The application of LANDSAT to identify general crop types
as been demonstrated. In specific instances complexity and accuracy
varies with farming characteristics - size of acreage, number of dif-
ferent crop types, use of irrigation, crop phenology, etc.
B. Forest Cover. LANDSAT data has been used extensively for forest land
inventories and related applications. Problems vary with complexity
of the forest and size of area.
C. To o ra hic Features and Slope. Digitized topographic information
(elevation,  s ope, aspect is available from USGS and the Defense
Map Agency that can be integrated with LANDSAT data for compute,,
analysis or image processing. Can interpolate information to 20'
contours and be used with land cover data for applications to assist
in determining solar energy potential, building suitability, refor-
estation, etc.
D. Soils Productivity. Primary production or carrying capacity can
not e directly 
	 from detection of actual land cover.
Vegetative land cover data can be integrated with soils and other
data to compare actual production with potential production. Can
also look at vigor and yield of biomass.
E. Aggregate Deposits. It is impossible to look at subsurface resources
or those having sites smaller than one acre.
F. Erosion. Given soils data and topography it is possible to get at
soil 	 using land cover data. Changes in land cover such as
farming practices, urbanization, timber harvest, can be used to
estimate loss.
III. ENERGY RESOURCES
A. Wind Resources. No LANDSAT application known.
B. Fault Location for Oil and Gas. LANDSAT data is being applied
commercially to identify areas with high geologic potential.
C. Solar Energy Potential. Slope and aspect data (see above) can be
integrafe"d with LANDSAT data on cover type to indicate solar
intensity.
D. Geothermal. Thermal sensor is not functioning; however, even with
the thermal sensor this does not appear to be a promising application.
There may be a relationship between indicator plants and geothermal
that can be detected through aerial photography.
IV. URBANIZATION
A. General Urban land Use Classification. This has been done for several
areas At different levels of refinement. Complexity of task varies
with refinement necessary. LANDSAT data can be integrated with other
data sources such as census data, and landownership to gain refinement.
Sample field check necessary for accuracy assessment. Appropriate for
large areas.
I'	 B. Vacant Land Inventory. Land cover information can be used to inven-
tory and monitor supply of "vacant" land. Generally limited to
parcels larger than one acre in size although can be supplemented by
high altitude and low altitude aerials. Accuracy requires field
checking and use of other data sources.
C. Growth Monitorin . LANDSAT can be used to detect changes in land
cover for urbanizing areas. This can be done without a General Land
Use Classification and limits the analysis and classification to
approximately 5% of the land area. Analysis of the changes requires
some manual classification of the type and intensity of the land use
conversion.
D. Identify and Monitor Septic Tarks. Individual septic tanks and drain-
?Te7ds are too small or	 detection. Vegetative vigor associated
with malfunction may be detected through high altitude/and low altitude
aerials.
F. Identify and Monitor Roads. This can be done for major transportation
routes using LANDSAT; o^wever, unless problem requires digital data,
high altitude aerials are generally more appropriate source of infor-
mation.
F. Air Quality Indicator. An indicator could theoretically be devised
from weather satelli te sensors; however, this is or would be a research
application.
G. BuildinS Suitability . LANDSAT can be used as one data layer together
wtth soils and topography informaticn to develop a building suitability
map. Generally appropriate for large areas where coarse grained
analysis (1 + acre) is useful.
APPENI IX 6
Follow-up Survey
IDENTIFICATION OF APPROPRIATE
LANDSAT DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
NAME OF JURISDICTION:
Please list what you think would be appropriate (feasible and meet
substate needs) for LANDSAT demonstration projects:
Comments:
Please r?turn questionaire by April 15th to:
Larry Shadbolt
Pacific Northwest Innovation Group
211 East 11th Street, Suite 103
Vancouver, WA 98660
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Rena :,;sma
Ed Durabb
Don Gragg
George Schanzerbacher
2.	 Visitors
Alexander Tuvahov
Richard H. ltie instein
John Murphy
Paula Jarvis
Yarie Saker
Sernard Hillenbrand, Executive Director
Mark Croke
County,'State
Cochise, AZ
Jeffe^ son, KY
Multnomah, OF
Lafourche, L.a
Sedawick, KS
Erie, NY
Affiliatin
NASA
^IASA
NACo
NACoR
tiAC0R
NACo
NACo
E.	 ^ssianment C,iscussions:
'.e began with a discussion of the various areas of concern ^•,nich each
Tas^ Force member had been assigned. The first of these was USER NEEDS,
given to Don Graca, Sedgwick County, Kansas and Carl Brown, Jefferson County,
Kentucky):
:. Don 3raeg had asked various heads of .he departments of the county
to respond to the question of how they could use Landsat. The
o/erall response was that they needed better resolution. As
individual departments these were the ans,.vers:
- 
County Extension Servic° could use Landsat for:
• lard use inventory,
• er, si, n trackina,
• dra ; ra^7e Pa'-'erns, and
OF	 V
The currency of Landsat is important.	 In contrast to Landsat's
level of resolution, t he county uses low level airplane Over-
flight to detect heat loss of residential units, using infrared
photography. The aerial photos pinpoint information which can
then be used in requiring homeowners to insulate their dwellings
before selling them.
- The Appraiser's Office felt that using Landsat mi g ht enable them
to locate new properties. With an a g gressive annexation program,
the use of Landsat mi g ht generate increased tax revenues.
- (McConnell Air Force Base expressed interest in Landsat.
In concludin q , Don Gragg said that Sedqwick County is interested in
doin g things better and less expensively, and if Landsat can aid
particularly in dealing with land use issues associated with rapid
urbanization, then the county would be anxious to use it.
Z. Carl Brown started by reemphasizing that Jefferson County is an urban
county. Given that fact, these are the major issues which the county
faces:
- identifying forestlands, expecially to design transportation for
connectin g the various park lands in the future,
- siting landfills, particularly hazardous wastes,
- monitoring erosion and using riverfront property-effectively,
- monitoring polluting industries,
- tracking drainage patterns to design sewer systems and identify
flood plains.
C
^2
s,
suN^Ort _^e r^_,
	^ is .orks -'1U^°t,	 -panty has a carol ine
t	 tax ;:h i Ch g =_re-^^es -.;rds. 	 :n the area of r eal th, the county has
the responsibility tut ^ot the -Funds.
Ii
2. Georce Schanzenbacher described the situation in Erie County where
the county has lost 100,000 people in 10 years and the tax base is
not growing. The county budget is 5600 million of which the split
is 1/3 federal, 1/3 state, and 1/3 county. Out of this budget, land
use planning has S4 million, or less than 1 percent. The county is
responsible for programs in solid waste, parks, capital improvements,
environmentally sensitive lands (especially hazardous) and the
resources to pay for these programs have to be local, most likely CDBG
funds. Increasinaly, land use and natural resource plannine will have
to be more cost-effective, placing greater responsibility on the
planner.
Federal revenue sharing funds are not going to land use/natural
resources planning. The question is what are the essential government
services? Clearly, this is a political question.
What means are there for generating revenue? New York has a long
history of special districts, primarily on a city by city basis. The
industrial development authority puts em p hasis on generating new jobs
in Erie County.
(Don Gragg commented that Sedgwick County, Kansas, has an interest in
service districts and soon his county will have the authority to
create any type of district it desires. There is even the possibility
of getting industry to pay a share of the costs when the service
district will directly benefit industry.)
I it GL+L"^:.tU4 i'r.,,w^
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vu s jl a	 tate	 _	 -r	 ^J	 G	 i nQ =d I n t- 'n
i rte rn., °_a t -o n o` 	 s3: '-I ata.	 LSU is,	 -"°-r, - 3rP ' r,, e! - es -ed	 n
i	 oasic research and the use of Landsat is fast Lecoming applied -ese^rch.
LSU still is virtually the only place Lafourche Parish, and other
parishes, can turn to for assistance in using Landsat data.
Private consulting firms do use Landsat data, but they have not been
interested up to this point in working with the parish. NASA has been
extremely supportive of the efforts begun in Lafourche Parish and has
done what it can to finish the project.
Lafourche Parish is committed to Landsat and is even considering the
possibility of purchasing an Apple II computer so that the Parish
could continue to have access to Landsat data with the cooperation of
LSU. In essence, Landsat offers the best and in many ways, the only
way to accurately monitor the chan ges occurrin g in the wetlands.
,1im Altenstadter explained that there is no one in Cochise County who
is trained or is familiar with Landsat data. At this time, there are
no funds to train someone, but there is some interest in purchasing
an Apple II package. There is no incentive to work with other
counties, mainly because Cochise County is itself so large that
obtaining Landsat data for its land area would be costly enough withou%
involvina other counties.
The Arizona Department of water Resources does use digital Landsat
data, but it never passed on the expertise to the local qovernments.
The University of Arizona has worked with NASA and local governments
since 1972 to transfer the technical r_apability and offer assistance
in interpreting Landsat data. Thus, the University is the avenue
the status of the y tec , nical tr3^Seer	 3m.	 Tnis is the
only pro g ram in t ^e	 ica-iors area .o ,_"al n. =3r - er out ?3^h.
The remainder of the afc2rnoon, the Task Force me7bers compiled their
responses to the various areas of concern which they had discussed earlier in
the day.
E
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 ^5e5 ire I;	 ^c S^^^d 'cCal	 _:?'„c'lt='^5, _nd 2 ^ -^^ ^_-_	 re
t^e t2c^nolouy reauiremerits -- i .e., ,;^dt e nds of -ode', s are in 'jse by local
covern,.ents and which models could make use of Landsat data.
The overall reaction of the Task Force members was that it is all very
fine to talk about prio rities, but t:ne needs of the large uroan counties are
so different from those of rural counties that it is difficult to specify one
set of user needs. The report seemed to be descriptive rather than analytic;
and althou,ti there is a lar qe amount of information, it is difficult to see how
it necessarily applies.
The Task Force wondered if anyone has ever really used a model? Jim
Altenstadter ^entioned that the Arizona Department of Water Resources does
some mathematical modeling, but that use of modeling at the county level is
limited. George Schanzenbacher said there is a model for air quality in
Erie County, but he was not sure if the model has actually been used.
B. USER NEEDS
Dick Weinstein asked the Task Force members what information they need
and do not have?
The major issue in Erie County is economic development. There is plenty
of infrastructure in place and the questions now are where is it most efficient
to develop industrial parks, once you take the best sites based on local
priorities, then what are the best geographical areas? For Erie County and
Probably the entire Northeast, the pressure is for jobs. 	 In addition, the
county always needs land use information, but on a level of detail not possible
with Landsat's current resolution.
ji-
L;,:,CS"',T RESOLUTION
iHEREAS, the ';,ACoR/Landsat Task Force nas conducted a one-year
review of county current and potential uses of remotely sensed information;
and
WHEREAS, the Task force has found county activities about which
more informed decisions could be made with the systematic availability of
remotely sensed data; and
WHEREAS, tnese activities have included land use inventories,
irrigated cropland identification, monitoring land loss, and many others;
and
WHEREAS, counties with dwindlin g budgets are assuming ever-greater
responsibilities from state and federal governments; and
WHEREAS, the National Aeronautic and Soace Administration's (NASA)
Landsat Program has provided data that has contributed to the county ability
to meet their continually expanded responsibilities; and
rlHEREAS, the University ,echnology transfer program has offered
counties often the only, as well as the best, means to access and interpret
Landsat data; and
WHEREAS, Landsat has proven useful in offering counties repetitive
land cover information otherwise unavailable or prohibitively expensive; and
WHEREAS, Landsat data, although useful at current levels of
resolution, will continue to improve its resolution with subsequent satellites,
Landsat D (to be launched in September 1982) and D1; and
WHEREAS, NASA now has communication channels established to a network
of county officials; THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLVED, that the NACoR/Landsat Task Force urges NASA to
ensure the continuance of the university technology transfer program and to
use the network of county officials to inform them of Landsat improvements
and uses; and
BE IT FURTHER ,RESOLVED, that the NACoR/Landsat Task Force encourages
counties to consider the possibilities afforded by Landsat to effectively
monitor land cover changes.
Submitted by the NA CoR/Landsat
Task Force at the Final Task
Force i'eeting in Washington, D.C.,
on December 7-8, 1981
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SAFE CPINKING 'MATER ACT
Background
Authorization for the Safe Orin^i ,ig Water Act expires at the end of this fis-
cal year. Major issues to be considered will include: maximum contaminant levels,
currently set by EPA on the basis of whether a substance "may have an adverse
affect" on human health; cost benefit analysis; and treatment technology, currently
EPA must prescribe a treatment technique in some cases.
NACo Policy
NACo supports reauthorization of the Act with s pecific changes which would
allow for more local flexibility in designing measures to achieve the Act's goals.
Anticipated Action
Hearings will not be scheduled until late March at the earliest in the Senate
with House action anticipated to be slower. The Administration in reviewing tile
Act but has not yet prepared specific recommendations.
NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT
Unlike previous years, the second session of the 97th Congress begins with
good prospects for final passage of nuclear management legislation. However, if
the past is any guide this legislation could become derailed very easily, parti-
cularly in an election year. At issue will be; state and local participation,
burial vs. storage, how to treat military wastes; and the use of commercial spent
fuel for the weapons program.
NACo Policy
NACo supports a nuclear waste management program which has a specified strong
state and local government role.
Anticipated Action
A vote in the Senate is expected in mid-to-late March. Mark-u p could begin
in the House if widespread acceptance materializes for the draft bill put together
by Reps. Udall (D-Ariz), Dingell (D-Mich.), and Ottinger (D-NY).
ENERGY CONSERVATION
The prospect for a significant federal role in energy conservation are con-
siderably worse this session than they were last year. Spending for Fiscal 1983
is proposed to be only around $22 million with possible abolition of the conserva-
tion and renewable tax credits.
NACo Policy
NACo strongly supports a major federal role in ener gy conservation.
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